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Calculus Pac Changes

The following changes were made to the Calculus Pac for version 2.5:

v/ Browser: Cursor movement and scrolling speed have been increased.

v/ Sparcom Graphics Environments: The Sparcom Plotting Keys have been upgraded to complement new graphics
functionality in the HP 48GX.

 

HP 48GX USERS ONLY: You should install the application card in Port 1 for two reasons:

1. Application cards installed in Port 1 will execute ~ 20% faster than those installed in Port 2.

2. Application cards installed in Port 2 may experience long pauses (~ 5-10 seconds or more)
intermittently during operation. This is not a software defect. It is caused by the new memory
architecture of the extended HP 48GX Port 2, which is different from the HP 48SX Port 2. Such
pauses will not occur if the application card is operated from Port 1 of the HP 48GX or if it is
operated from either port of the HP 48SX.   
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Calculus Pac Manual Changes

These changes apply to the Calculus Pac Manual, Edition 1, August 1992.

 

Changes for the HP 48GX

General: To display all libraries on the HP 48GX,press instead of [S){m=a].

General: On the HP 48GX, the key has been replaced by CANCEL.

General: To perform a screen dump on the HP 48GX, press {on]-{i1] instead of [on]-furs.

General: To display an item too wideforthe display on the HP 48GX,press instead of[P

General: On the HP 48GX, has been renamed to PICTURE.

Page 22: How to Load Data from the Stack: To access the Interactive Stack from an input screen on the HP 48GX,

press [E1EoT]Iinstead of (1.

Pages45, 46: Storing User-Defined Integrals: On the HP 48GX,press instead of
to tag an object.

Page 78: PINTR: Polynomial Interpolation: Note(s): On the HP 48GX,press SYMBOLIC instead of
=G

Pages 90, 91: On the HP 48GX,press instead of to tag an object.

Pages 95, 96: PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys: The user-key assignment for is not supported on the HP 48GX
because it would prevent access to the HP 48GX Plot input form. This key is installed only on the HP 48SX.

Page 97: The Enhanced Plot Menu: Both pictures are correct for the HP 48SX, but for the HP 48GX, they should be:

 

 

HP 48GX Plot Menu Enhanced Plot Menu

{ HOME 3 4 HOME 3
Eq: 4z
Ptype: FUNCTION 3z

2z
i:     

pTveelppikEc[ERn:E[Dhni[orn (@IFLOT[PLoTelpLoTaloirec][||
 

Page 102: Using the Sparcom PLOT2 Menu: On the HP 48GX,there are only two waysto access the Sparcom
PLOT2 menu from the stack, because the first method is not supported.

Pages 163, 168, 169: Example(s): Item @: On the HP 43GX,press instead of . Also,press
to return to the Sparcom DIFEQ menu.
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Pages 174, 175: VKEY: Sparcom Vector Keys: The user-key assignments for [@){za], (21t , [&](z5], and [F]F]
are not supported on the HP 48GX because the keyboardis different from the HP 48SX. These keys are
installed only on the HP 48SX.

Page 181: GRD: Gradient: Note(s): On the HP 48GX, XYZ is RECT mode, R€Z is CYLIN mode, and R4< is
SPHERE mode.

 

Changes for Version 2.5

Page 20: Using the Search Mode: The search modeis now case-insensitive.

Page 55: Using the Constant Library: Picture should contain “r” instead of “pi.”

Page 60: SI Prefixes: Picture should indicate prefixes as 1E18, 1EIL5,....

Page 64: Vector Formulas: Picture has several errors.

Page 184: LAPL: Laplacian: Note(s): Enter ¢ by O 9 instead of O 9.

Page 195: =SV3: Stack to 3-Element Vector: Example(s): should be
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Getting Started

]‘mSparcom’s Pocket Professional software is the first of its kind, developed to
provide speed, efficiency and portability to students and professionals in the
technical fields. When you slide the Pocket Professional ™ Calculus Pac into

your HP 48SX, your calculatoris instantly transformed into an “electronic text-
book,” ready to efficiently solve your Calculus problems.

This section covers:

How to Use This Manual and Pac

Manual Conventions
Installing and Removing an Application Card
Using the Library Menu
Stack and Flags
Memory Requirements
The 'SPARCOM' Directory

r
e
o
o

L
o
o

 

How to Use This Manual and Pac

This manual is designed to be used with your Sparcom Pocket Professional ™
Calculus Pacin the following sequence:

@ Read this section, “Getting Started,” to learn howtoinstall and operate the

Calculus Pac and to get an overviewofthe structure ofthe Calculus Pac.

@ Read the chapters in “Part 1: Interactive Menus,” to learn how1o use the

interactive menus of the Calculus Pac, which provide easy-to-use, intuitive
access to many of the functions in the Calculus Pac. The interactive menus

introduce youto a “recognition” approach to problem-solving, of which the
central feature is the browser menu—a vertical list ofchoices in (ull English
words or standard abbreviations. A choiceis selected by moving the arrow

pointer up and down the menu with the cursor keys and pressing EnEs|. (For
more information, see Chapters 1 through 7.)

® Read the chapters in “Part 2: Stack-Based Toolkits,” to learn howto use the

various Toolkits of the Calculus Pac, which provide advanced functions and
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custom environments. The stack-based Toolkits introduce you to a “recall”
approach to problem-solving, of which the central feature is the Toolkit
menu—a horizontal list of commands on HP 48SX softkeys (menukeys).
Each command requires a specific number of arguments to be placed on the
stack before pressing the softkey. (For more information, see Chapters 8
through 14.)

® Use the table ofcontents and index to locate further topics of interest.

 

Manual Conventions

There are a few simple conventions used throughout this and other Pocket
Professional ™ manuals:

1 Keys on the HP 48SX keyboard are shown in a boxed typeface, such as

ENTER] or [ATN).

1 Menukeys (softkeys), which are located at the bottom ofthe HP 485X

screen and correspond directly to the top row of keys on the HP 48SX

keyboard, are shown in an inverse typeface, such as (YN or CIVIRA.

1  Programmable commands are always shown in uppercasc letters, such
as SIN or SIMPL.

 

Installing and Removing an Application Card

The HP 48SX has twoports for installing plug-in application cards. You can in-

stall your Calculus Pac in either port.

 

WARNING: Turn off the HP 48SX while installing or removing

an application card! Otherwise, user memory may be erased.
  
 

Installing an Application Card

To install an application card, follow these steps:

© Turn the HP 48SX off. Do not press [0N] until you have completed the in-
stallation procedure.

® Remove the port cover. Press against the griplines and push forward. Lilt
the cover to expose the two plug-in ports, as shown below:
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ITM
© Seclect either empty port for the Pocket Professional card, and position the

card just outside the slot. Point the triangular arrow on the card toward the
HP 48SX port opening, as shown below:
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st 

  

 

 

 

@ Slide the card firmly into the slot. After youfirst feel resistance, push the
card about 1/4 inch further, until it is fully seated.

® Replace the port cover.

Removing an Application Card

To remove an application card, follow these steps:

© Turn the HP 48SX off. Donot press [on] until you have completed the re-

moval procedure.

@ Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward. Lilt
the cover to exposethe two plug-in ports, as shown above.

® Press against the card’s grip and slide the card out ofthe port, as shown be-

low:
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® Replace the port cover.

 

Using the Library Menu

After you turn on your HP 48SX,press [l [&#] to display availablelibrarics.
Find and press (FXH®Y) to display the Calculus Pac Library menu. The screen
displays new menukeys (softkeys) along the bottom, as shown:

 

¢ WOME }
3
3

i
[CHLCUJFUNCINTGPLOTYECT[REDUT)

H

  
The first six Library menu softkeys provide access to the interactive menus, the
four Toolkit menus, and product information about the Calculus Pac. (The other
92 softkeys in the Library menu are all ofthe programmable commands in the
Calculus Pac. They are organized into the four Toolkit menus so that vou only
need to use the first six softkeys in the Library menu.)

Library Menu Operations

 

 

Key Description See

[7YWeY) Provides access tothe interactive menus. Chapters 1-7

Displays the Function Toolkit menu. Chapter 8

Displays the Integration Toolkit menu. Chapter 9

PLOT] Displays the Plotting Toolkit menu. Chapters 10-13

Vi Displays the Vector Toolkit menu. Chapter 14

ABOUT] Shows product information about the -

Calculus Pac.     
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Stack and Flags

The flag settings of your HP 48SX will never be modified by the Calculus Pac
unless you specifically change themfrom inside an interactive prompt, and the

stack will only be changed as a direct result of a command orif you push EEEEM

fromthe interactive menus to leave results on the stack. However, pressing [81
multiple times in rapid succession may abort a command or the interactive
menus prematurely, in which case your stack and flag scttings may be modified.

 

The display font size for the interactive menus is controlled by the setting of
user flag 57. If flag 57 is clear, the smaller display font will be used; ifflag 57
is set, the larger display font will be used. Hidden line removal for 3D function
graphs is controlled by the setting ofuser flag 58. Iflag 58 is clear, hidden line
removal will be active for 3D function graphs; if flag 58 is set, hidden line re-
moval will not be active for 3D function graphs. The state of units for the inter-
active menus (on or off) is controlled by the setting ofuser tlag 61. Ifflag 61 is
clear, units are on; ifflag 61 is set, units are off. These three user flags will be
modified by the Calculus Pac if you press [FeI¥l, ZIMINS, or WIXIEE during op-
eration.

 

Memory Requirements

A minimum ofabout 1.7K free memory is required to access the interactive
menus ofthe Calculus Pac. To use the various Toolkit commands may require
more memory for complicated operations, such as a high order Taylor expan-
sion. [fthe Calculus Pac appears to be functioning incorrectly, it is possible that
there is not enough free memory in your HP 485X to complete the operation.
(For more information, see Chapter 5 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual,

“Calculator Memory.”)

 

The 'SPARCOM' Directory

Sparcom Pocket Professional ™ Pacs createthe directory 'SPARCOM'in the
HOME directory of your HP 48SX. Inside the 'SPARCOM' directory, cach Pac
creates a subdirectory—tor the Calculus Pac, that subdirectory is 'CALCUD'.
When using the interactive menus, all variables for the Calculus Pacare stored
inside 'CALCUD!, so as not to conflict with your variables in other directories.
If you are extremely low on free memory, you can purge the 'CALCUD' direc-
tory, using the command PGDIR. The next time you access the interactive
menus, the 'CALCUD'directory will automatically be re-created. (For morein-
formation, see Chapter 7 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Dircctorics.”)
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Interactive Menus





Chapter 1

Main Menu

The Main menu lists the interactive modules of the Calculus Pac. Fromthe

Main menu you can solve functions, numerically integrate expressions, perform
limit analyses, access the Sparcom Graphics Environments, work with symbolic
vectors, look up constants, solve integrals, or view reference data.

This chapter covers:

1 Using the Main Menu
(1 Moving Around the Screen

(1 Changing the Font Size
1 Viewing Items Too Wide for the Display
(1 Using the Search Mode

@A Text Editing

1 Alpha Lock

1 How to Load Data from the Stack

 

Using the Main Menu

To get to the Main menu, follow these steps:

© Press (&) [&#] to display all librarics available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press (FXN®Y to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the first softkey, (JXNeI¥ , to start the Calculus Pacinteractive menus:

 

+
4

23
2

AAN
NG
NG:
NG:

ENYIRDNMEN
REOUT| >3TK [PRINT VIEW |FONTUit

<

 

The Main menu lists the interactive modules ofthe Calculus Pac. A module is

selected by moving the pointer toit and pressing [ENIER].
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Items in the Main Menu

Each item in the Main menu is briefly described below and is discussed in detail
in the various chapters of this manual.

Main Menu Items

 

 

Item Description See

Function Library Interactive prompts for 7 functions. Chapter 2

Integration Analysis Interactive methods to perform nu- Chapter 3
merical approximation ofintegrals.

Integral Tables Nearly 100 integrals in six sections. Chapter 4

Limit Analysis Interactive analysis of functions, se- Chapter 5
quences, series, and recursions.

Plotting: 2D w/ Trace Information about and direct access to Chapter 11

the Sparcom PLOT2 menu.”

Plotting: 3D w/ Trace Information about and direct access to Chapter 12

the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.”

Plotting: Diff. Eqns. Information about and direct access to Chapter 13

the Sparcom DIFEQ menu.”

Vector Environment Information about and direct access to Chapter 14

the Vector Toolkit menu.

Constant Library Includes 43 universal constants. Chapter 6

Reference Data Includes Greek alphabet, SI prefixes, Chapter 7

trigonometric/hyperbolic definitions
and relations, and vector formulas.   
Main Menu Operations
 

Screen Softkeys

Main Menu ABOUT] [PRINTEEYIEVWEEEFONTEENQUI

     

 
* . ~ e o o . . .

Accessing the Sparcom PLOT2, PLOT3, or DIFEQ menus in this manner automati-

cally installs the Sparcom Plotting Keys and turns on User mode. (lIFor more information,
see “PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys™ in Chapter 10.)

T Accessing the Vector Toolkit menu in this manner automatically installs the Sparcom
Vector Keys and turns on User mode. (For more information, see "VKEY: Sparcom
Vector Keys” in Chapter 14.)
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Key Action

EY=IeIUiJ Displays a screen containing the revision number and prod-
uct information about the Calculus Pac.

[HeIhS Toggles between the small and large fonts.

[==NEhS Prompts for INCIN/=M or to select items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

Il Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Prompts for IEINI=M or to select items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

Ry Displays entire text of an item too wide to fit on the screen.

a Quits the Calculus Pacto the HP 48SX stack.

Moves down one level in the menu structure, entering the

module selected by the pointer.

MIH Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.   
 

Moving Around the Screen

Use the [a] and [¥] keys to move the pointer up and down in a menu screen.

Press [®][¥] to move the pointerto the bottomofthe screen, or o page down

one screen at a time if the pointer is already at the bottom ofthe screen. Press

[=a] to move the pointer to the topofthe screen, or to page up one screen at

a time. Press [][¥] to move the pointer to the very end ofthe menu or press

[=][a] to move the pointer to the very beginning of the menu.

 

Changing the Font Size

The default font for the Calculus Pac displays information in condensed, upper-

case letters only. Pressing [@eINH will toggle the information to a larger font,
whichis case-sensitive:

 
v Calculus
+Funct1on_L1brar? .
Integration Analysis
Integral Tables
Limit Analysis
Plotting: 2D w/ Trace
Plottina: 3D w/ Trace

(HEOUT] +STEJPRINT| WIEIJFONT|cenT|  

 

The font size will remain the same until eI is pressed again.
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Viewing Items Too Wide for the Display

If the text of a menu itemis too wide to fit within the display, an cllipsis (...)
appears at the end ofthe line. On some screens, the VAERW softkey will be pre-
sent—press WAERW to displaythe entire text ol an item, up to onceentire screen

size. Once the full text has been displayed, press ENIER) or1V to return to the
menu. At all screens, including those screens where WMAERW is not present, press-

ing [=]@s1 will perform the same function. If an item does fit entirely on the

screen, WAERW or [=)[#sT] will beep and do nothing.

 

Using the Search Mode

When menulists are long, it is faster to locate an item using the scarch mode.

To initiate a search, press (] to display the following screen:

 

{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }
Search for:
 

4
TETSTEETW[D.

 

The HP 48SX is now locked in alpha-entry mode, as indicated by the alpha an-
nunciatorat the top ofthe screen (not shown). Alpha entry mode activates the

white capital letters printed to the lower right of many keys. (For more infor-
mation, see “Alpha Lock” below and Chapter 2 of the HP 485X Owner’s
Manual, “The Keyboard and Display.”)

To perform a search, enter the first letter or letters of the desired string and press

ENER.. The search function is case-sensitive, and will scan through all informa-

tion in the current menu. To enter a lowercase letter in the alpha entry mode,

precede the letter with [&]. To abort the search, press [E1Y.
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Text Editing

The softkeys present at the search screen and at many data input screens are
command line editing keys. They allow you to edit the search string or input
data. Their functions are summarized below. (For more information, sce

Chapter 3 of the HP 485X Owner’s Manual, “The Stack and Command Line.”)

Text Editing Operations
 

Screen Softkeys

Text Editing HIEE B

 

 

 

 

Key Action

Deletes all characters in the current word prior to the cursor.

and thefirst character ofthe next word.

Toggles between insert and type-over modes.

HaER Moves the cursor to the beginning ofthe next word.

TSTK Activates a limited version ofthe Interactive Stack, allowing

arguments to be copied from the stack to the command lineN

Moves the cursor to the beginning of the current word.

for editing by pressing [Heja[e).

]S

Deletes all characters between the cursor’s current position

]

[y Clears the command line if there is text present, or aborts
text entry if the command line is alrcady blank.

ENTER Accepts the current command line as the entry and returns to
the previous menuor list.     
 

Alpha Lock

Flag —60 controls whether or not Alpha Lock modeis sct. The default setting

for flag —60 is clear, which meansthat pressing [] places the HP 48SX inal-

pha-entry mode for only one character, and you must press [][] to lock al-

pha-entry mode. Ifflag —60 is set, then pressing [/ only once locks alpha-cn-
try mode. The examples in this manual assume that flag =60 is clear. (For more
information, sce Chapter 2 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “The Keyboard

and Display.”)
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How to Load Data from the Stack

At all data input prompts,it is possible to copy values from the HP 48SX stack
to the command line, even though the Calculus Pacis executing. This is
achieved through a limited version ofthe Interactive Stack. To activate the

Interactive Stack at a data input prompt, press [a], or if that does not work,

press [®][EoT] to display the EDIT menu and then press @SEER Al this point,
unless the stack is empty, the screen will display the contents olthe stack.

Movethe pointer up and downthe stack by pressing [4] and [¥], and when you
reach the desired value, press [H®36) to copy it to the command line for editing.

To exit the Interactive Stack and return to the command line, press ENER| or [FTN].

After returning to the command line, you can edit the value with the editing
softkeys described above. (For more information, sce Chapter 3 of the HP 485X
Owner’s Manual, “The Stack and Command Line.”)
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Chapter 2

Function Library

The Function Library provides interactive prompts for seven functions, includ-
ing point-slope, polynomial, and cubic spline fitting, piecewise function entry,
polynomial building and root-finding, and arbitrary point Taylor expansions.

This chapter covers:

Using the Function Library
Fitting to One Point and One Slope
Fitting to Two Points and TwoSlopes
Fitting to Many Points
Entering a Piecewise Function
Building a Polynomial from the Roots
Finding the Roots of a Polynomial
Calculating a Taylor Expansion
Result Screen Operationsc

o
c
o
o
r
c
o
o
u
o
o

 

Using the Function Library

To get to the Function Library, follow these steps:

o

0

o

o

Press @] (&) to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

Find and press CZXN®¥ to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

Press the first softkey, ((FY®®W] , to start the Calculus Pacinteractive menus.

At Main menu, make sure pointer is at “Function Library” and press ENIER]:
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The Function Library menu lists the seveninteractive functions ofthe Calculus

Pac. A function is selected by moving the pointer to it and pressing ENIER).

Items in the Function Library Menu

Each itemin the Function Library menuis bricfly described below and is dis-
cussed in detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

Function Library Menu Items

 

Item Description
 

Fitting (1 Pt/Slope) Produces a linear function whose graph passes
through a given point with a given slope.

Fitting (2 Pt/Slopes) Produces the cubic function (spline) whose graph

passes through two given points with givenslopes.

Fitting (Many Points) Finds the interpolating polynomial of many points.

Piecewise Functions A series of prompts to define a piecewise function.

Polynomial Builder Finds the polynomial with a givenseries ofroots.

Polynomial Solver Returns the real or complex roots ofa polynomial.

Taylor Expansion Finds the Taylor expansion about any point. 
 

Function Library Menu Operations

 

Screen Softkeys

Function Lib. MA | NI TKEEPR | IEVWEENFON UP
 

 

 

Key Action
 

FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

WY Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT Prompts for lCIN=E or IE-YSWH (o sclect items to print.

STK] Prompts for leIN=E or l-XWHEE (0 sclect items, and then
copies those items to the stack.

Ha Returns to the Main menu.

A Displays entire text ol an item too wide to [it on the screen.

[y Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Moves down one level in the menu structure, executing the

function selected by the pointer.   
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Fitting to One Point and One Slope

Make sure the pointeris at “Fitting (1 Pt/Slope)” and press ENIEY:

 

PRG

   
   

  

{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }
Enter§01nt and slope:
 

e
( cmplx reaT

+
e-»T1| 

The input required is a point and slope.

The result obtained will be an equation describing the line passing through the

point with the specified slope.

Example: Calculate the equation ofthe line passing throughthe point (3,5

with a slope of2. Type in (&[] 3 =] S >][s<] 2 as your input (usc the
softkeys to aid entry if desired):

 

PRG

  

   
    

{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }
Enter§o1nt and slope:
 

e

( cmplx reaT

(3,5) 2+
APNN

 
Press ENTER to calculate the equation, and it will appear:

 

Point-Slope Fit
»'2%8-1'   

    [FAIN |»5TK[PRINT]VIEWJFONT]UP |

Theresult can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you havefinished viewing the result, press IISZE (0 re-

turn to the Function Library menu, YEXEN to return to the Main menu, or 51y to

quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of operations, sce “Result
Screen Operations.”
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Fitting to Two Points and Two Slopes

Make sure the pointeris at “Fitting (2 Pt/Slopes)” and press ENIER/:

 

PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter 2§01nts/slopes-
2> el ..

rea?C cmpix

«-»1TI

 

  4

The input required is a point and slope and another point and slope.

The result obtained will be an equation describing the cubic polynomial passing
through the two point with the specified slopes. (This is called a cubic spline.)

Example: Calculate the equation ofthe cubic polynomial passing through the
point (2,2) with a slope of 7 and through the point (3,14) with a slope of 18.

Type in [@)[0] 2 (]2]7El0] 3 (=] 14][] 18 as
your input (use the softkeys to aid entry if desired):

 

PRG  
 

       
    

{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter2 01nts/slopes-
sloTew

cmp rea

(2,2) ? (3,14) 184
[->[[|

 

~
4

  

  

Press ENIER| to calculate the equation, and it will appear:

 

Spline Fit
PRI-BERBTER-Y

 

STE]PEINT]VIEH [FONT]UP

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied tothe stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press to re-

turn to the Function Library menu, to return to the Main menu, or W_\N] to

quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary ofoperations, see “Result

Screen Operations.”
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Fitting to Many Points

Make sure the pointer is at “Fitting (Many Points)” and press ENIER:

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter points:
2 (X1,Y1) W (KNyYND
¢ all cmplx >

N
L«-»11|

   

 

    
The input required is a series of points.

The result obtained will be an equation describing the polynomial passing
through the specified points. (This is called the interpolating polynomial.)

Example: Calculate the equation ofthe polynomial passing through the points

(0,1), (2,3), and (3,7). Type in [QI[0] 0 [1 [fseflql) 2 &l3
@[] 3 [®1[C] 7 as your input (use thesoftkeys to aid entry ifde-
sired):

 

  

     

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter ¢oints=
+ (X1s Y1) 0 (XN YND
¢ all cmplx

(8,1) (2,3) (3,7)¢
¢.[+||| 

Press ENIER to calculate the equation, and it will appear:

 

Polynomial Fit
S'RA2-Rel

 

[PEINT]WIEWJFONT]UP_|

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press IV (0 re-

turn to the Function Library menu, @MY to return to the Main menu, or (A1 to

quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of operations, see “Result
Screen Operations.”
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Entering a Piecewise Function

Make sure the pointer is at “Piecewise Functions” and press ENIES):

 

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }
Enter term or ENTER:
3+ expression region

eqn eqn

 

 “+
IIT.  

The input required is one or more terms, ecach consisting of an expression and a

region.

The result obtained will be an equation describing the piecewise function.

(For more information and examples, see Appendix B, “Piccewise Functions.”)

sin(x)/x  x =0

1undefincd x=0

CHENe]X]Xe[me ]Jler] X = 0 as your input:

ALG PRG

Example: Define the piccewise [unction f(v)= . Type in

 
   

  

   

{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
3+ expression reglon

 

 
eqn eqn

'SINCR)-R' 'K#D'
===]¢>1=12]

Press ENIER to accept this function term, and then press ENIER| in response to the
second prompt, to terminate entry and calculate the pieccewise function:

 

Piecewise Function
S'IFTECRZ0.SINCR)/X UNDEFINED)'

 

[HAINST[PRINT] WIEKJFONTUP

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press IV 10 re-

turn to the Function Library menu, MEN to return to the Main menu, or A1y to

quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of operations, see “Result

Screen Operations.”
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Building a Polynomial from the Roots

Make sure the pointer is at “Polynomial Builder” and press ENIER]:

 

   
   

  

 

PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter roots:
>rir2r3 . ri
¢ all real-scmplx >

4
[£SKIP[ZKIP3]£DELJOELSINSs[+5TH]

 

 

 

The input required is a series of real or complex roots ofa polynomial.

The result obtained will be the polynomial with the specitied roots.

Example: Calculate the polynomial whose roots are 0, S, and 10. Type in 0

[#<] 5 [#<] 10 as your input:

 

 

 

  

PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter roots:
> rlir2r3 . ri
¢ all realscmplx >

85 104
cSEIP[SEIP+]<0ELJUELS|INS]+57E]

Press ENIER] to calculate the polynomial, and it will appcar:

 

Polynomial
+'4~3-15%K"2+50%%

 

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press to re-

turn to the Function Library menu, MEYEN (o return to the Main menu, or M o

quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of operations, see “Result
Screen Operations.”
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Finding the Roots of a Polynomial

Make sure the pointeris at “Polynomial Solver” and press ENIER):

 

   

   

PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Solue CN*X“N+N+CBQ:
C 4 C3C2Cl Co

( all”realscmplx )

4+
[£SEIP[ZKIP3]€DEL[DEL*INSm]+-3TE]

 

 
   

The input required is a series ofreal or complex coefficients of a polynomial.

The result obtained will be a series of real and complex roots of the polynomial.

Example: Calculate the roots of 0.321x% +0.981x +0.571. Type in .321 [5<]
981 [5<] .571 as your input:

 

PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Solve CN¥X"~N+,.+CB=0:
CN . C4 C3 C2Cl Cp

( all realscmplx >

.321 .981 .571+
= BNETIINEDS

 

  

 

Press to calculate the roots, and they will appear:

 

  

  
Roots
1%4+.571"

 

 

[HilN[>T [PRINT] WEH[FONT]UP

The first itemis the polynomial that was solved, and the remaining items are the

roots ofthat polynomial. The polynomial can be viewed in the EquationWriter

by selecting it with the pointer and pressing ENIER|, and all ofthe items can be
copied to the stack or printed on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing
the results, press to return to the Function Library menu, to return

to the Main menu, or [fT to quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of
operations, see “Result Screen Operations.”
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Calculating a Taylor Expansion

Make sure the pointer is at “Taylor Expansion” and press ENIER:

PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Ex andF<VY) about RA:
Order

( eqn uar int>8 real >

+
TTSTTWD)R

 

   

    
The input required is a function, an independent variable, an integer order to
which to expand, and a real point about which to expand.

The result obtained will be an equation whichis the desired Taylor expansion.

Example' Find the Taylor series of the function sin(In(x)) about the point

= ¢ to the 3rd order. To do this, type in [[SIN|[m[cve X [0[5]

E] X [] 3 [=J[=][A] E as your input (if nccessary, press [#][Fa] 1o enter
Radians mode):

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Ex andFC(V) about A:
Order A

( eqn uar int>8@ real >

'SINCLNCRK)) ' X 3 et
ZKIP[:KIP+]¢GEL[OEL[INS w[+5TE

   

   
  

 

  
  

 
Press ENIER to calculate the specified Taylor expansion, which will appear:

 

Taylor Expansion
3'.8Y4147098Y4808+.19B766110346%C(R-10

C[PEINT]VIELJFONTUP 

 

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack,or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press 1o re-

turn to the Function Library menu, 1o returnto the Main menu, or &N to
quit the Calculus Pac. For a complete summary of operations, sce “Result
Screen Operations.”

For information about simplifying the result, sec “SIMPL: Symbolic

Simplification” in Chapter 8.
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Result Screen Operations

These are the operations available at all result screens.

Result Screen Operations

 

 

 

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Result Screen VYN PRINTEEVIEWEEEFONTEEN UP

Key Action

FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

| Returns to the Main menu.

(AR Prompts for lEIN=M or to select items, and then
sends thoseitems to an IR printer.

Prompts for lEIN=M or IW-YNWM to sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in alist
if was chosen.

Returns to the Function Library menu.

Al Displays the entire text of an item too wideto fit on the

screen, up to one entire screen size.

[ Quits the Calculus Pacto the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Either views the result in the EquationWriter (equation) or
displays the result expanded to a full screen (not equation).
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Chapter 3

Integration Analysis

Integration Analysis includes interactive methods to numerically approximate
integrals, including left, right, midpoint, trapezoids, and Simpson’s Rule.

This chapter covers:

Using Integration Analysis
Parameter Screen Tips
Integration Analysis

Result Screen OperationsU
o
o
o
u

 

Using Integration Analysis

To get to Integration Analysis, follow these steps:

o

0

o

o

Press (&[] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

Find and press (FX®®Y to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

Press the first softkey, (YN, to start the Calculus Pac interactive menus.

At the menu, make sure pointer is at “Integration Analysis” and press ENIER]:

 

 

#STEJPEINT]CHLC [FONT] UP

The Integration Analysis parameter screenlists the various parameters necessary
to perform an integration analysis, including the ability to select one ofthe five
integration techniques supported by the Calculus Pac.
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Integration Analysis Techniques

Each technique available fromthe Integration Analysis paramelter screenis
briefly described below and is discussed in detail in the various sections ofthis
chapter.

Integration Analysis Techniques
 

Description
 

 

Item

Left Rectangles
(LEFT)

Right Rectangles
(RIGHT)

Midpoint Rectangles
(MIDPT)

Trapezoidal Method
(TRAPZ)

Simpson’s Rule
(SIMPS)  

Calculates the Riemann lower sum olthe delinite

integral of a function.

Calculates the Riemann upper sum ol the definite
integral of a function.

Calculates the Riemann midpoint sum ofthe defi-
nite integral of a function.

Approximates the definite integral of a function,

using the trapezoidal method.

Approximates the definite integral ol a function,
using Simpson’s Rule.
 

Integration Analysis Parameter Screen Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Integration MNEY BN GEI YNeE e VA

Key Action

Performs the actual analysis with the specified parameters.

(eI Toggles between the small and large fonts.

I Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT] Prompts for HEIY[=M or IE.XSEH o sclect items 1o print.

STK Prompts for IIN=E or W-YMEE (o sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

Returns to the Main menu.

(&N Quits the Calculus Pacto the HP 485X stack.

ENTER] Prompts for value ofthe parameter selected by the pointer.  
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Parameter Screen Tips

The Integration Analysis parameter screen controls the integration interval
starting and ending points, the integrand (a function of X), the number of
partitions for the approximation, and the integration techniqueto be used.

Entry Tips

Here are some useful things to know about entering or editing paramelers:

a

U

To enter or edit the value of a parameter, move the pointer to it and

press ENIER. After entering or editing the value of a parameter, press

ENTER] to accept the new value and returnto the clement parameter

screen.

Once you have begun entering or editing a parameter value, to abort the

change, press [ to clear the command line (if necessary) and then

press ENIER] or [ to return to the analysis parameter screen without

changing the parameter value.

 

You only need to enter values for those parameters that initially dis-
play, “Press ENTER.” Other parameters (c.g., the number ofparti-

tions) will be given default values (e.g., 10) which you may modity if
you wish.

Make sure to place tic marks (") around symbolic arguments for the in-
tegrand.

Some HP 485X modes can be changed at the prompts where parameter

values are entered (e.g., pressing &)Fao) will toggle Radians mode).

After entering all parameters, press FXH® to begin the actual analysis.
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Integration Analysis

After selecting “Integration Analysis” from the Main menu, this screen appears:

 

 

[HAIN[#TEPRINT] CALCJFONT] UP

You should nowenter or edit the parameter values. When you havefinished,
press [OFYM® to run the analysis, or at any time press or WINEY to return to

the Main menu or [y to quit the Calculus Pac.

Here are specific descriptions ofthese paramecters:

(O Start: Starting point ofthe interval. Must be a real number, or a sym-

bolic expression such as '7t/2' (which resolves to a real number).

1 End: Ending point ofthe interval. Must be a real number, or a svm-

bolic expression such as '7/2' (which resolves to a real number).

3 F(X): Mustbe an equation which is either constant or a function of

one variable, X.

(a Partitions: Number ofpartitions for the approximation. Must be a
positive integer.

1 Technique: LEFT, RIGHT, MIDPT, TRAPZ, or SIMPS. Change the

technique by pressing ENIER, moving the pointer to the desired tech-

nique, and pressing [ENIER] .

/2

Example: Approximate fsin(x)d.\' according to the trapezoidal method, using

0
20 partitions. To dothis, enter 0 as the interval start, '7t/2" as the interval end,

'SIN(X)" as F(X), 20 as the number ofpartitions, and TRAPZ as the integration

technique. (If necessary, press [@][fao] while entering F(X) to enter Radians
mode.) Whenfinished, the screen should appcar as follows:
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Integration
SSTART: ©
END: 1,5707963268
FCRY: *SINCRY
PARTITIONS: 20
TECHNIQUE: TRAPZ

[HAINTE[PEINT]ChLc [FONT] UP
 

Once the parameters have been specified, press OF:XH® to run the analysis, and
the result will appear:

 

Integral VYalue
+.99348590526

 

 

The result can be copied to the stack or printed on an IR printer. When you
have finished viewing the result, press to return to the Integration

Analysis parameter screen, MEYEY to return to the Main menu, or [£14 o quit the
Calculus Pac. For a complete summary ofoperations, see “Result Screen
Operations.”
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Result Screen Operations

These are the operations available at all result screens.

Result Screen Operations

 

Screen Softkeys
 

Result Screen VZNEN PRINTIEEVIEWEEEFONTIEN UP
 

 

 

 

  

Key Action

[FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

VAN Returns to the Main menu.

[PRINTI Prompts for ICIN[EE or IE-YNEE (0 sclect items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

STK] Prompts for HEIN=EE or WXNEE (0 sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list
if was chosen.

Returns to the Integration Analysis parameter screen.

A Displays the entire text ofan item too wideto fit on the

screen, up to one entire screensize.

Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Displays the result expanded to a full screen.
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Chapter 4

Integral Tables

The Integral Tables include nearly 100 integrals organized in six scections for
quick reference: user-defined, rational, irrational, trigonometric/hyperbolic, ex-
ponential/logarithmic, and definite. You can add as many integrals as you wish
to the user-defined section.

This chapter covers:

Using the Integral Tables
Choosing a Section
Solving an Integral
Storing User-Defined IntegralsL

o
o
d

 

Using the Integral Tables

To get to the Integral Tables, follow these steps:

O Press [®]] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

0 Find and press [FXHel] to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the first softkey, , lo start the Calculus Pac interactive menus.

o At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Integral Tables” and press

ENTER):

 

 

The Integration Tables menu lists the six sections of integrals stored inthe
Calculus Pac. A sectionis selected by moving the pointer to it and pressing

ENTER].
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Items in the Integral Tables Menu

Each itemin the Integral Tables menu is briefly described below and is dis-
cussed in detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

Integral Tables Menu Items

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

  

Item Description

User-Defined User-defined indefinite and definite integrals.

Rational Indefinite integrals involving rational arguments.

Irrational Indefinite integrals involving irrational arguments.

Trig/Hyperbolic Indefinite integrals involving trig/hyp arguments.

Exp/Logarithmic Indefinite integrals involving exp/log arguments.

Definite Detinite integrals.

Integral Tables Menu Operations

Screen Softkeys

Integral Table PRINTEEV EVWEEEFONTEEN UP

Key Action

[FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

Returns to the Main menu.

Prompts for ICINI=E or to select items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

TK] Prompts for IEIN=M or to sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

Returns to the Main menu.

R Displays the entire text ol an item too wide to fit on the

screen, up to one entire screen size. [the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-tfunctional.

[N Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

EnIER| Moves down one level in the menustructure, entering the se-
lected integral section.
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Choosing a Section

Each ofthe six sections of integrals contains a group ofrelated integrals. Each
integral can be displayed in EquationWriter or text format, copied to the stack,
or solved, indefinitely or definitely. You canalso search for a specific integral
using the search mode. (For more information, see “Using the Search Mode” in
Chapter 1.) The user-defined integral section behaves identically toall other
sections, once you have entered your own integrals.

Example: Investigate the section of integrals with forms containing exponen-

tials. To do this, make sure the pointer is at “Exp/Logarithmic” and press ENIER]:
 

        
+
4

i
iy
i

e
D >

B
E
R
H
1
L
L N=(-1) N1

(105

[MAIN »STE[PEINT T4T
  

This particular section contains thirteen integrals.

Viewing an Integral

Example (cont.): View the third integral in this section in EquationWriter for-

mat. To do this, make sure the pointer is at the third equation and press ENIER.
After a briefdelay, the integral will be displayed in EquationWriter format:

 

EXP/LOGARITHMIC

JEHP(H-H] d¥ =%%M

  PRESS [ENTER] TO RETURN TO LIST..
 

When you have finished viewing the integral, press ENIER| or A4to returnto the
integration section menu. Many integrals are too large for the screen, and will
be displayed with the cursor keys activated for scrolling purposes.

 

WARNING: While the HP 48SX is building the EquationWriter
format of an integral, key presses will cause strange behavior,
resulting in no display of the equation. Therefore, do not press
any keys until the integral has been drawn, erased, and re-
drawn with the accompanying messages. If you change your

mind during a long integral build, press i1\ to abort the build

process and return to the integral screen.    
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Integral Section Menu Operations

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Integral Sect. ISOL ONT]
 

 

 

ENIER 

Key Action

[FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

N Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT Prompts for lEINIEM or to select items, and then

sends those items to an IR printer.

HeIwvis Solves the integral selected bythe pointer.

TK] Prompts for lEINI=M or to select items, and then

copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in alist

it was chosen.

Returns to the Integral Tables menu.

 
Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Displays the integral sclected by the pointerin the
EquationWriter.

Displays the entire text of an item too wideto fit on the
screen, up to one entire screen size. 1M the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.  
 

 

Solving an Integral

The integral solving process is one of substitution and algebraic simplification.

Example (cont.): To solve the third integral, make sure the pointer is at it and

INGSISOLVEN

Selecting Indefinite or Definite

The first step in solving an integral is choosing the type ofintegration to per-
form. You can perform either definite or indefinite integrations. If you choose
to perform an indefinite integration, then a constant of integration will be added

to the final result.

Example (cont.): Perform a definite integration by pressing DISEEN
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Entering Limits of Integration

If you choose to performa definite integration, you will be prompted to enter the
limits of integration. Limits can be real numbers, variables, or expressions.
This means you can integrate from 0 to 1, or from A to B, or even fromsin(z) to

cos(f +u), provided that none ofthe variables used in the limits are identical to

the variable of integration, whichis always X.

Example (cont.): Integrate from 0 to 10. Type 0 [s<] 10:

 

RAD PRG
{ HOME $SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter limits:
+ Lower Upper
( real/cmplx/var-eqn

B 10+
[£SEIP[SEIP3] £DEL[DELSINS+5TK]

 

 

  
Press ENIER to accept those limits ofintegration.

 

NOTE: Be sure to enclose symbolic limits within tic marks (')

and to set Radians mode for correct trigonometric results.   

Entering Values of Constants

Whensolving anintegral (either indefinitely or definitely), you must specify
values for all the unknown constants in the integral. This does not include the
variable of integration, for which you do not enter a value. These constants
must be constant with respect to the variable of integration, X. Like the limits

of integration, the constants can be real numbers, variables, or expressions.

Example (cont.): Set the value of A to tan(T), where T is a constant. Type

 

RAD ALG PRG
{ HOME $PRRCOM CALCUD }

Enter constants:
+ A

 

( realscmplxsvarseqn >

TANCTY!
IP[5K1P3] €DELJUEL#INSs[+-5TK]

 

  
Press ENIER| to accept that constant value.

 

NOTE: If you wish to enter a variable as a limit or a constant,

the surrounding tic marks are optional. For example, T can be
entered as 'T'or T.   
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Viewing the Result

After the limits and constants have been specified, the integration will be per-
formed and the desired result displayed:

 

   

 

Integral
S'ERPCTANCTIX10)/TANCT)-1/TANCT)!

 [HuIN[>=TE]PRINT] WEK[FONT]uP

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press EVZE (0 re-

turn to the integral section menu, YENEN to return to the Main menu, or = to

quit the Calculus Pac.

(For information about simplifying the result, sce “SIMPL: Symbolic Simplifi-
cation” in Chapter 8.)

Result Screen Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

Result Screen (MA TKEEEPRINTEEV EWEEEFON UP
 

 

 

  

Key Action

[FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

MA N Returns to the Main menu.

PRI Prompts for IGINEE or WEXNEE (o sclect items, and then
sends those items to an IR printer.

TK] Prompts for ICIN=M or W-YNWH (0 sclectitems, and then

copies those items to the stack. The items are placed in a list

it was chosen.

UP_| Moves up one level in the menu structure, returning tothe
integral section.

A Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the

screen, up to one entire screen size. Ifthe item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Displays the result in the EquationWriter.
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Storing User-Defined Integrals

To add anintegral to the user-defined section of the Integral Tables, follow
these steps:

O Go to the HP 48SX stack. (If necessary, press ({1to quit the interactive
menus.)

® Enter or recall the integral you wish tostore to level 1 ofthe stack. The
syntax ofthe integral must satisfy the following conditions:

@ The integral must be entered as an cquation. It can be entered with the
HP 48SX EquationWriter and copied to the stack. (For more informa-
tion, see Chapter 16 of the HP 485X Owner’s Manual, “The Equation
Writer Application.”) The equation must include an equal sign with an

integral on the left side and an expression on the right side representing
the solution ofthe integral.

 

NOTE: The Calculus Pac does not solve arbitrary integrals—it
merely stores them for reference and provides substitution and
evaluation help. When entering a new user-defined integral,
you must derive or look up the solution to the integral and
specify it as a part of the equation to be stored.   
@ The variable of integration should be an uppercase X. Ifthe variable of

integration is not X, or will automatically convert it to
X during the storage process, but an error will occur if X appears clse-
where in the integral.

® Valid integrals always requirelimits of integration, but the limits will

be ignored if you store the integral in an indefinite form with IINDIEE
(see below).

@ To store a constraint label with the integral (such as ¢ = 1), cnter the
integral as an equation and the constraint label as a string and then

press [Frd] ERWXC to tag the integral with the string.

® To store the integral in an indefinite form (ignoring the limits ofintegra-
tion), press IINBIAH; to store the integral in a definite form (preserving the
limits ofintegration), press BISEEN.

(For more information, see “INDEF: Store Indefinite Integral” and “DEFIN:

Store Definite Integral” in Chapter 9.)
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Example: To store the indefinite integral fcos(.\')d.x' =sin(x), press [eq]fonc

(=JJ o [>] 0 ko)) X ][] X A=J[snJ[e] X EniER| to place the
integral on level 1. (Note that the HP-48SX requires limits on the integral, but
since the integral will be stored indefinitely, the limits will be ignored.) To

place the constraint label “TEST” onthis integral, type [J[~/|[c] TEST

EX#XE. Then press to store the integral in an indefinite
formin the user-defined section ofthe integral tables.
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Chapter 5

Limit Analysis

Limit Analysis includes interactive methods to examinelimit behavior offunc-
tions, sequences, series, and recursion relations.

This chapter covers:

Using Limit Analysis
Parameter Screen Tips
Functions
Sequences
Series (Partial Sums)
Recursion Relationsc

o
L
u
o
o
d

 

Using Limit Analysis

To get to Limit Analysis, follow these steps:

O Press [q][#] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press YNl to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

©® Press the first softkey, (FYNeIW , to start the Calculus Pacinteractive menus.

o At the Main menu, make sure the pointeris at “Limit Analysis” and press

ENTER):

 
Limit Analysis   

 
The Limit Analysis menulists the four types of limit analysis performed by the

Calculus Pac. A type is selected by moving the pointer to it and pressing ENIER.
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Items in the Limit Analysis Menu

Each itemin the Limit Analysis menu is briefly described below and is dis-
cussed in detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

Limit Analysis Menu ltems

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item Description

Functions Displays the parameter screen for functions, which
controls analysis of 1-3 functions approaching a
target point from the left or right.

Sequences Displays the parameter screen for sequences, which
controls analysis of 1-3 sequences, sweeping from
a start index to a stop index.

Series Displays the parameter screen for scries, which
controls analysis ofthe partial sums of 1-3 series,
sweeping from a start index to a stop index.

Recursions Displays the parameter screen for recursion rela-
tions, which controls analysis of 1-3 recursion rela-
tions,starting from aninitial point.

Limit Analysis Menu Operations

Screen Softkeys

Limit Anal. WY PRINTEEVIEVWEEEFONTEEN UP

Key Action

FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

| Returns to the Main menu.

RN Prompts for ICIN=M or to select items o print.

ERRIN Prompts for lEIN=M or IEXNWH to sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

Returns to the Main menu.

AW Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit onthe
screen, up to one entire screen size. If the item fits on the
screen, this key is non-functional.

| Bi| Quits the Calculus Pacto the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Moves down onelevel in the menu structure, displaying the

parameter screen for the analysis sclected by the pointer. 
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Parameter Screen Tips

Each of the four types of limit analysis starts at a parameter screen, where the
specific functions/sequences/series/recursion relations are entered, along with
other information about the particular analysis to be performed, including start-
ing or ending points and approach sides.

Entry Tips

Here are some useful things to know about entering or editing parameters:

a

Q

To enter or edit the value ofa parameter, move the pointer to it and

press ENIER. After entering or editing the value ofa parameter, press

ENTER] to accept the new valuc and return tothe element parameter
screen.

Once you have begun entering or editing a parameter value, to abort the

change, press [to clear the command line (if necessary) and then
press ENIER| or [ATN to return to the analysis parameter screen without
changing the parameter value.

You only need to enter values for those parameters that initially dis-
play, “Press ENTER.” Other parameters (e.g., the initial index) will be
given default values (e.g., 1) which you may modity if you wish.

Make sure to place tic marks (') around symbolic arguments.

Some HP 48SX modes can be changed at the prompts where parameter

values are entered (c.g., pressing [®][Fao] will toggle Radians mode).

After entering all parameters, press [FXN® to begin the actual analysis.

Run-Time Modes

Each type ofanalysis can be run in one of two modes:

a Single-Step Mode: This mode ofanalysis is single-stepped by press-

ing any key except [0, which terminates the analysis. Pressing [510] at
any step copies the current values to the stack and continues to the next
step. This is the default run-time mode for function analysis.

Continuous Mode: This mode ofanalysis will continue to run until ¢i-

ther the stop condition is satistied or [Ty is pressed. At the (inal values

screen, pressing [ST0] copies the final values to the stack.

To toggle between the two modes, move the pointer to “Mode” and press ENTER].
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Functions

From one to three functions of X are specified, with a target point and approach

side. The value of X is then swept toward the target point”™ , while the values of
X and the functions are displayed on-screen.

 

NOTE: Although the function limit analysis examines a number

of points close to the target point, the results do not guarantee
anything about the actual limit at the target point. 
 

Make sure the pointer is at “Functions” and press ENIER):

 

  

   

Functions
OINT: PRESS ENTER

: PRESS ENTER

+ -
A
T
> G
y m - u

 

 

[MiIN3STEPRINT]CHLC JFONT] UP

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to run the analysis, or at any time press to return to the Limit

Analysis menu or [f1§ to quit the Calculus Pac.

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

(1 Target Point: Must be a real number.

0 FX), G(X), H(X): Must be cquations which are either constant or

functions of one variable, X.

1 Approach Side: LEFT or RIGHT. Toggle by pressing ENIER].

(O Mode: Continuous or Single-Step. Toggle by pressing ENIER].

. . sin(x . .
Example: Find lim —L To do this, enter 0 as the target point and

x=0 X

'SIN(X)/X" as F(X). (If necessary, press [&)[pa0] while entering F(X) to enter
Radians mode.) Once the parameters have been specified, press [FYN® to run

the analysis. At each step, press ENES to continue, [570) 1o copy the values to the

stack and continue, or [fNY to terminate the analysis. This analysis appears 10
indicate that the limit is 1.

 

o, . -10 .
X is swept from target =1 up to target -1 x10 0 or from target +1 down to

target +1x 1079 in 10 steps, depending on the approachside.
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Sequences

Fromone to three sequence coefficients (functions of N) are specilied, witha
start index and stop index. The value of N is then swept from the start index to
the stop index, while the values of N and the sequences are displayed on-screen.

Make sure the pointer is at “Sequences” and press ENIER:

 

Sequences
anx 1

DEX: FRESS ENTER
RESS ENTER

: CONTINUDUS

 

[HMAIN3STEPRINT|CHLC JFONT UP

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press (YW@ to run the analysis, or at any time press to return to the Limit

Analysis menu or {1y to quit the Calculus Pac.

Here are specific descriptions of these parameters:

(1 Start Index, Stop Index: Must be positive integers, and the stop index
must be greater than or equal to the start index.

[ AN, BN, CN: Must be equations which are cither constant or [unctions

of one variable, N.

(1 Mode: Continuous or Single-Step. Toggle by pressing ENIER].

100
n

Example: Examine the sequence (1 + ) for convergence or diver-
n

n=|

gence. To do this, enter 100 as the stop index and '(1+1/N)"N'"as AN. When
finished, the screen should appears as follows:

 

    

Sequences
START INDEX:
STOP INDEX: oo
AN: '(1+1/N)N'

2BN: 0
CN: 0
MODE: CONTINUDUS

|GEICEXSTEA TT

 

Once the parameters have been specified, press OFXN® to run the analysis. The

value of N will be swept from 1 to 100, and the value of AN will be shownat

cach point. Althoughit is slightly ambiguous for such small values of N, the
sequence does in fact converge to a limit of¢, or 2.7182.... This can be checked

by setting the start and stop indices to much larger values, such as 10000 or so.
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Series (Partial Sums)

From one to three series (functions of N) are specitied, with a start index and
stop index. The value of N is then swept from the start index to the stop index,
while the values of N and the series partial sums are displayed on-screen.

Make sure the pointer is at “Series” and press ENIER:

 

    

  
Ser1es
1
gsss ENTER

 

 

[MAINSTJPEINT] CRLCJFONTUP_|

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you havelinished,
press [FXH® to run the analysis, or at any time press to return to the Limit

Analysis menu or [Tyto quit the Calculus Pac.

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

1 Start Index, Stop Index: Must be positive integers, and the stop index
must be greater than or equal to the start index.

1 AN, BN, CN: Must be equations which are either constant or functions

ofone variable, N.

(1 Mode: Continuous or Single-Step. Toggle by pressing ENIES].

 

100 100 100

Example: Comparethe series E E5, and E . To do this, enter

n=]

100 as the stop index, 'I/N" as AN, '"1/N"2"as BN, and '1/N"3'as CN. When

finished, the screen should appears as follows:

 

   

Series
START INDEX: 1
STOP INDEX: 100
AN: '1/N'
EN: '1¢/N~2'
CN: '1/N~3'

3MODE: CONTINUDUS

 

 

[MAIN35TEPEINT]CHLC JFONT] UP

Once the parameters have been specilied, press [FXN® to run the analysis. The
value of N will be swept from 1 to 100, and the partial sums of AN, BN, and CN
will be shown at each point. From this analysis, it appears that AN diverges and
that BN and CN converge, with CN converging much more quickly than BN.
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Recursion Relations

From one to three recursion relations (functions of X) are specified, with an ini-
tial point. The initial point is used as the initial value of X, from which values
of F(X), G(X), and H(X) are calculated. Then, at each successive step, a new
value of F(X), G(X), and H(X) is calculated, using the prior value of F(X),
G(X), or H(X), respectively, as the value of X. For example, [, = f(x,), while

f2 = f(f))- Ateach step, the values of N (the iteration) and the recursion rela-

tions are displayed on-screen.

Make sure the pointer is at “Recursions” and press ENIER]:

 
Recursions

ITIAL POINT: PRESS ENTER
: PRESS ENTER

 

[MAIN |#STR[PEINT]CALC[FONT|UP ]

You should now enter or edit the parameter values. When you have finished,
press to run the analysis, or at any time press to returnto the Limit

Analysis menu or [f1¥ to quit the Calculus Pac.

Here are specific descriptions ofthese parameters:

1 Initial Point: Must be a real number.

O FX), GX), HX): Must be equations which are cither constant or

functions ofone variable, X.

O Mode: Continuous or Single-Step. Toggle by pressing ENIER].
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Chapter 6

Constant Library

The Constant Library lists 43 universal constants for quick reference. Constant
values can be displayed onthe screen, copied to the stack, or printed on an IR
printer, either one at a timeor all at once.

This chapter covers:

(1 Using the Constant Library
(1 Viewing a Constant

 

Using the Constant Library

To get to the Constant Library, follow these steps:

@ Press [&q][#] to display all libraries available to vour HP 48SX.

® Find and press XN to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

® Press the first softkey, (FXNeIW , 1ostart the Calculus Pac interactive menus.

o At the Main menu, make sure the pointer is at “Constant Library” and press

ENTER]:

 

» Constant Library
+pi circle ratio "
e Napier constant ..
v Euler constant "
@ olden ratio "
& ine structure e
c speed of liaht e

[MAIN[ 2STRPRINTJUNITS]FONT]UP
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Viewing a Constant

Browse through the list to find a constant, or use the search mode. When you

have found the desired constant, press ENIER to display the value on a full screen,
to copy the value to the stack, or [ZNEYE to print the value.

Example: Look up the value ofthe Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Type [~][]

S ENIER] to searchfor the letter 0. Then press ENIEY to view the value:

 

Constant Library

g Stefan-Boltzmann

5.67851E-8

  PRESS [ENTER) TO RETURN TO LIST...
 

When you have finished viewing the value, press ENIER| or [T to return to the
Constant Library. When youhavefinished with the Constant Library, press

or MY toreturn to the Main menu, or A1y to quit the Calculus Pac.

Constant Library Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Constant Lib. | N (VYRS (GEehd

Key Action

FONT] Toggles between the small and large fonts.

VNI Returns to the Main menu.

[F:A Prompts for HEIN[=M or W-XNEE 0 sclect items to print.

STK] Prompts for IeIN=E or W-XNME to sclect items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

UNITS Pressing this key toggles units, stripping units from or ap-
pending units to all values.

Returns to the Main menu.

[ Quits the Calculus Pacto the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER] Displays the constant label and value, expanded to a screen.

=](s Displays entire text of an item too wideto fit on the screen.   
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Chapter 7

Reference Data

Reference Data includes tables ofthe Greek alphabet, standard SI prefixes,

trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, pictures, and relations, and vector for-
mulas.

This chapter covers:

Using Reference Data
Greek Alphabet
SI Prefixes
Trig/Hyp Definitions
Trig/Hyp Pictures

Trig Relations
Vector FormulasC

c
o
o
o
o
o
d

 

Using Reference Data

To get to Reference Data, follow these steps:

© Press (][] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

Find and press @FXN®Y to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.o

© Press thefirst softkey, (YN , (o start the Calculus Pac interactive menus.

o At the menu, make sure the pointer is at “Reference Data™ and press ENIER):

 

 

 

[MAIN 35TEPEINT| WIEW [FONT]| UP

The Reference Data menu lists the six areas ofreference data included in the

Calculus Pac. An arca is selected by moving the pointer to it and pressing ENIER].
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Items in the Reference Data Menu

Eachitemin the Reference Data menuis briefly described below and is dis-
cussed in detail in the various sections ofthis chapter.

Reference Data Menu Items

 

Item Description
 

Greek Alphabet

SI Prefixes

Trig/Hyp Definitions

Trig/Hyp Pictures

Trig Relations

Vector Formulas

Uppercase and lowercase Greek letters.

Commonly used SI prefixes.

Definitions ofthe basic trigonometric and hyper-
bolic functions.

Graphs ofbasictrigonometric and hyperbolic func-
tions.

Common trigonometric relations.

Common vector formulas involving dot products,
cross products, divergence, curl, and gradient. 
 

Reference Data Menu Operations

 

Screen Softkeys
 

Refer. Data | TKEEEPR LN EVWEEFON UP
 

 

 

 
Key Action

[HeIYhi Toggles between the small and large fonts.

Returns to the Main menu.

PRINT Prompts for IeINI=SM or to select items to print.

STKI Prompts for IEINI=M or to select items, and then

copies those items to the stack.

Hza Returns to the Main menu.

v Displays the entire text of an item too wide to fit on the

ENTER  
screen, up to one entire screen size. It the item fits on the

screen, this key is non-functional.

Quits the Calculus Pac to the HP 48SX stack.

Moves down onelevel in the menu structure, displaying the
data section selected by the pointer.
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Greek Alphabet

Make sure the pointer is at “Greek Alphabet” and press ENIER]:

 

ALPHA Ao IOTR  I. RHD P2
BETA &B KAPPA kX suam 73
GAMMA T4 LAMEDA A T Tx
DELTA 34 MU nM upsunn uT
EPSILONE € NU Nv PHI L
2ETA 32 W $= CHI LY
ETA K= ummnno.. ] Yy
THETR 88 Pl OMEGA W)
PRESS [ENTER] TO munn 10 LIST ..,  
 

This screen is a picture displaying representations ofall of the uppercase and

lowercase Greek letters. Many of these characters are available from the HP
48SX keyboard, but not all of them. To get a printed copy ofthis screen, press

[oN]—H). Press or [T to return to the Reference Data menu.
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S| Prefixes

Make sure the pointer is at “SI Prefixes” and press ENIE]):

   

            

v SI Prefixes
SEXA  (E): 10E1B
PETA (P): 10E1S
TERA (T 10E12
GIGA (G): 10
MEGA (M) 1
KILD  CK):
HECTD CH):
DEKA : 

Press ENTER| to display a prefix and value on a full screen, BEEEN to copy a prelix
to the stack, or FZNENE to print a prefix on an IR printer.

Whenyou have finished browsing the list, press IIV[ZE to return to the

Reference Data menu, MZMEN to returnto the Main menu, or [£1§ to quit the
Calculus Pac.
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Trig/Hyp Definitions

Make surethe pointeris at “Trig/Hyp Definitions” and press ENIER]:

 

N I    
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Browse through the list to find the desired definition. Press ENIER to display the
definition in the EquationWriter, BEEEA to copy the definition tothe stack, or

to print the definition on an IR printer. Press to view an illustra-
tive diagram.

When you have finished viewing the definitions, press to returnto the

Reference Data menu, MEYEN to return to the Main menu, or [ to quit the

Calculus Pac.

Using COT, SEC, CSC, etc.

The HP 48SX does not include COT, SEC, CSC, ACOT, ASEC, ACSC, COTH,
SECH, CSCH, ACOTH, ASECH, or ACSCH functions, but the Calculus Pac

defines them as commands so they will work correctly when used in algebraics
or programs. For more information, see “Trigonometric Commands™ and
“Hyperbolic Commands” in Chapter 8.)
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Trig/Hyp Pictures

Make sure the pointer is at “Trig/Hyp Pictures” and press ENIER]:

 

v
-
'NTrig/ng Pictures

 

Browse throughthe list to find the desired picture and press ENIEJ to view it.

Whenyou havefinished viewing the picture, press [f1¥ or ENIER| to return to the
Trig/Hyp Pictures menu, and then press to returnto the Reference Data

menu, MEYEN to return to the Main menu, or @J to quit the Calculus Pac.
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Relations

Make sure the pointer is at “Trig Relations” and press ENIE):

 

s
$
C W
C L
T
T x

r
x

Iz ¢ 833/8)
il 1v: SINC8/R)z-F(c1-CO5(8))/2)

#3TEPEINT]PICT[FONT
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Browse throughthe list to find the desired relation. Press ENIER| to display the re-
lationin the EquationWriter, EFREXA to copy the relation to the stack, or EZNEYES
to print the relation on an IR printer. Press to view anillustrative dia-
gram.

Whenyou have finished viewing the relations, press IIS[ZE to return to the

Reference Data menu, MZEYEN to return to the Main menu, or [y to quit the

Calculus Pac.
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Vector Formulas

Makesurethe pointer is at “Vector Formulas™ and press ENIER):

 

v Vector Formulas
SYL-V=VIREYRR+YLYEVBY+Y12522
leva=c;1v§uaz-6122;5'.-22?);5»('.!1‘...   

  
  V1xyge+ylxy3

EHIIHIHE!IIIII
   

 

Browsethrough the list to find the desired formula. Press ENIES to display the
formula in the EquationWriter, BRENX to copy the formula to the stack, or

[EETEYNE to print the formula on an IR printer.

When you have finished viewing the formulas, press to returnto the

Reference Data menu, MZYEY to return to the Main menu, or #1y to quit the

Calculus Pac.
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Chapter 8

Function Toolkit

The Function Toolkit organizes 24 of the programmable commands in the
Calculus Pacinto one menu for easy access from the stack. All of the com-
mands are designed to manipulate functions.

This chapter covers:

r
r
o
u
o
d
r
r
o
v
d
o
u
o
o
o
o Using the Function Toolkit

SIMPL: Symbolic Simplification
TYLRA: Taylor Expansion
PROOT: Polynomial Root-Finder
ROOTP: Roots to Polynomial
PWISE: Piecewise Function
QPWR: Rational Power of Function
DELTA: Delta Function
LOGA: Logarithin, Any Base
NROOT: Nth Roots of a Number
PINTR: Polynomial Interpolation

PTSLP: Point-Slope Fit
SPLIN: Cubic Spline Fit
Trigonometric Functions
Hyperbolic Functions

 

Using the Function Toolkit

To get to the Function Toolkit, follow these steps:

O Press [@®][E] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the second softkey, FVIN® , to display the Function Toolkit menu:
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     HEL PEDOT]RDOTP]PIHIZE[C:PIHF

 

The Function Toolkit menu lists the 24 programmable commands designed to
manipulate functions.

Function Toolkit Operations

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Function PROOTIMROOTFIMPWSERNQPWH]
Toolkit INROOT] I

COT SEC CSC _ENACOTHEENASE CEENACSC
(COTHIENSECHEECSCHEENACOT SE CHINACS
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SIMPL: Symbolic Simplification

This command simplifies the input object, if appropriate. Simplification only
occurs for algebraics, which may occur arbitrarily deep within nested lists. All
other objects are returned unchanged. Algebraic objects are simplified by per-
forming EXPAN twice and COLCT as many times as necessary until the alge-

braic stops changing between repeated COLCTs.

To simplify the result of a calculation performed while using the interactive
menus, follow these steps:

0

@
©

©
©

Press and then IINEM to copy the result to the stack. Then press

(7 to quit the Calculus Pac.

Press [[##] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

Find and press FXH®I¥] to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

Press the second softkey, FVIN®, to display the Function Toolkit menu.

Press the first softkey, ENEVIEN, to simplify the expression.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

1: any object 1: simplified object
 

 'SIMPL(object)’    
Example(s)
 

input Output
 

{(I'x+x'{[12]}} SX=m (125 {[12]}}
 

 'SIMPL(x+x)' (£ X!    
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TYLRA: Taylor Expansion

This command computes a Taylor polynomial of a given function ofa given
variable to a specified degree about a specificd point.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

4: function 4:

3: variable (name) 3:

2: degree (integer) 2:

1: point (real) 1: Taylor expansion

Example(s)

Input Output

'SIN(X)' 'X'22 909297426826~

416146836547%(X-2)-
.454648713413*(X-2)"2'    

Note(s)

Example uses Radians mode.
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PROOT: Polynomial Root-Finder

This command returns the real or complex roots ofa polynomial with real or
complex coefficients. Polynomials can be entered cither as symbolic expres-
sions (up to 16th order) or as a vector ofcoefficients (no limit on order). If en-

tered as a symbolic expression, the independent variable must be X. The roots
are automatically rounded to 10 digit accuracy. PROOT is the inverse of
ROOTP.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

1: coefficients (real/complex vector) 1: roots (real/complex vector)

or

  1: polynomial ot X
 

 

 

 

Example(s)

Input Output

{1-1235-24} [Xeleni [813]

[1-1235 24 ] [=Ieleni [813]
    'XM3-124X"2+35%X-24' EEele [813]
 

Note(s)

A polynomial such as 'A*X"2+B*X+C" is acceptable as input if A, B, and C are
defined as real or complex numbers.

Due to round-off error, the roots returned by PROOT may not be exactly cor-
rect. To increase the accuracy ofa particular root, use the built-in HP 485X
solver to solve the original polynomial algebraic expression for X', using the
value of the desired root returned by PROOT as a guess. (For more information,
see Chapter 17 in the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “The HP Solve Application.)
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ROOTP: Roots to Polynomial

This command returns the polynomial corresponding to the input vector ofreal
or complex roots. ROOTPis the inverse of PROOT. The coclficients arc auto-
matically rounded to 8 digit accuracy.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

  

Input Output

1: roots (real/complex vector) 1: polynomial of X

Example(s)

Input Output

[813] Rerenda KM3-12%X"2+35%X-24' 
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PWISE: Piecewise Functions

This command executes a series ofinteractive prompts to define a piccewise
function and returns an expression that will be interpreted correctly by the HP
48SX, using the IFTE command. (For more information, sce Appendix B,
“Piecewise Functions” and “Entering a Piccewise Function” in Chapter 3.)

Entry Method(s)

 
Input Output
 

  1: 1: piccewise function  
 

Example(s)

See Appendix B, “Piccewise Functions.”
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QPWR: Rational Power of Function

P

This command produces the rational power of a function F 7, in a way that will
be interpreted correctly by the HP 48SX, using the XROOT command.

Entry Method(s)

 Input Output

 3: function, F 2

2: numerator, p (integer) 2

1: denominator, q (integer)

'QPWR(F, p, q)'

1: rational power offunction

    
 

 

 

  
Example(s)

Input Output

12553 e@ERR 3125

'QPWR(X,5,2)' [ew XROOT(2,X)"5'  
 

Note(s)

i
l

First example is 125

.

Second example is X2 and assumes X' is undeflined.
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DELTA: Delta Function

This command produces the delta function 0(F,G), in a way that will be inter-

preted correctly by the HP 485X, using the == command.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Input Output

2: function, F 2:

1: function, G 1: delta function

'DELTA(F, G)'

Example(s)

Input Output

108 0

'DELTA(X,8)" [t X==8'   
Note(s)

Second example assumes 'X'is undefined.
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LOGA: Logarithm, Any Base

This command produces the logarithm ofa functionto the specified base a.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

2: function, F

1: base, a (integer)

2:

1: logarithm, base a
    
 

 

  
"LOGA(F,a)'

Example(s)

Input Output

82 [WeleTd 3

'LOGA(X,2)" [Eag 'LN(X)/.69314718056'  
Note(s)

Second example assumes X' is undefined.
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NROOT: Nth Roots of a Number

This command produces the n nth roots ofa real or complex number. The ath
roots will be returned as a real or complex vector. The nth roots are automati-
cally rounded to 10 digit accuracy.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

2: number (real/complex)

1:n (integer) 
2:

1: roots (real/complex vector)  
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

(2,5)3 NEISIKi [ (1.6166388851,.6773444774)
(~1.394916967,1.0613781045)
(-221721918,-1.7387225819) |
 

42 N:leIeni  [2-2]  
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PINTR: Polynomial Interpolation

This command determines the coefficients of the interpolating polynomial of an
arbitrarily large number of data points. The order ofthe polynomial produced is
equal to one less thanthe total number ofpoints, because a precise interpolation
is performed. There must be at least two input points, but there is no upper limit
on the number of points. The points are input as a complex vector. The coefli-
cients are automatically rounded to 10 digit accuracy.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

  

Input Output

1: points (complex vector) 1: polynomial of X

Example(s)

Input Output

{(0,1)(2,3) } K+1

{(0,1)(2,3)(3,7) } XM2-X+1"

[(0,1) (2,3) (3,7) (5,10) ] 'H(11/30*X"3)+17/6*X "2~
16/5*X+1" 
 

Note(s)

Third example uses FIX 8 mode. Apply [#]=e] to result.

Due to round-off error and numerical instabilities in the algorithm, the coelli-
cients returned by PINTR may not be exactly correct.
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PTSLP: Point-Slope Fit

This command produces a linear function whose graph passes through a given
point with a given slope at that point.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    
 

 

Input Output

2: point (complex) 2:

1: slope (real) 1: linear polynomial of X

Example(s)

Input Output

(3.5)2 2EX-1    
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SPLIN: Cubic Spline Fit

This command produces the cubic function (spline) whose graph passes through
two given points with given slopes at those points.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

Input Output

4: point 1 (complex) 4:

3: slope at point 1 (real) 3:

2: point 2 (complex) 2:

1: slope at point 2 (real) 1: cubic polynomial of X

Example(s)

Input Output

3,5)2(6,2)4 '8/9*X"3-35/3*X"2+48*X-58'     
Note(s)

Apply [@l[=e] to result.
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Trigonometric Functions

This section covers the functions COT, SEC, CSC, ACOT, ASEC, ACSC, and

ACSC, whichare the standard trigonometric functions and their inverses. They
all have the same types of input and output arguments, so the entry methods and

examples are shown only for COT.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

    
 

 

 

    

Input Output

1: function, F 1: cotangent

'COT(F)'

Example(s)

Input Output

ISl COT 1

'COT(X)" [ 'INV(TAN(X))'

Note(s)

First example uses Degrees mode.

Second example assumes X' undefined.
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Hyperbolic Functions

This section covers the functions COTH, SECH, CSCH, ACOTH, ASECH, and

ACSCH, which are the standard hyperbolic functions and their inverses. They
all have the same types of input and output arguments, so the entry methods and
examples are shown only for COTH.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

  
 

Input Output

1: function, F 1: hyperbolic cotangent

'COTH(F)'

Example(s)

Input Output

45 1

'COTH(X)" (Bt INV(TANH(X))'

Note(s)

First example uses Degrees mode.

Second example assumes 'X' undefined.
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Chapter 9

Integration Toolkit

The Integration Toolkit organizes seven of the programmable commands in the
Calculus Pac into one menu for easy access from the stack. All of the com-
mands are designed to numerically approximate integrands and store user-de-
fined integrals.

This chapter covers:

Using the Function Toolkit
LEFT: Left Rectangles
RIGHT: Right Rectangles
MIDPT: Midpoint Rectangles
TRAPZ: Trapezoidal Method
SIMPS: Simpson’s Rule
INDEF: Store Indefinite Integral
DEFIN: Store Definite Integral

c
o

C
c
o
o
d
d
d

 

Using the Integration Toolkit

To get to the Integration Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press ()] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press [(FXNY to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the third softkey, IINEEE , to display the Integration Toolkit menu:

 

 

  

{ HOME }

4:
3:
%:

[EEIIIMIIIEEE
 

The Integration Toolkit menulists the seven programmable commands designed
to numerically approximate integrands and store uscr-defined integrals.
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Integration Toolkit Operations
 

 

Screen Softkeys

Integration LEFTIEER |GHTIEV I DPTRETRAP ZIES MP | NDEF
Toolkit DAY NN I DS
  

84
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LEFT: Left Rectangles

This command calculates the Riemann lower sum ofthe definite integral ofa
function over a specified closed interval [x,y] and number ofpartitions n. The
partition endpoints x and y should resolve to real numbers upon the application
of =NUM,so symbolic values like 't are acceptable.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Input Output

4: interval start, x (real) 4:

3:interval end, y (real) 3:

2: function of X, F 2:

1: partitions, n (integer) 1: Riemann lower sum

'LEFT(x, y, F, n)'

Example(s)

Input Output

0 '7m/2' 'SIN(X)' 10 91940317002

'LEFT(0,7/2,SIN(X),10)" [ew 91940317002   
 

Note(s)

Examples use Radians mode.
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RIGHT: Right Rectangles

This command calculates the Riemann upper sum ofthe definite integral of a
function over a specified closed interval [x,y] and number ofpartitions n. The
partition endpoints x and y should resolve to real numbers upon the application

of »NUM, so symbolic values like 'nt’ are acceptable.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Input Output

4: interval start, x (real) 4:

3:interval end, y (real) 3:

2: function of X, F 2:

1: partitions, n (integer) 1: Riemann upper sum

'RIGHT(x, y, F, n)’

Example(s)

Input Output

0 'm/2" 'SIN(X)' 10 1.0764828027

'"RIGHT(0,7/2,SIN(X),10)" [ 1.0764828027    
Note(s)

Examples use Radians mode.
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MIDPT: Midpoint Rectangles

This command calculates the Riemann midpoint sum ofthe definite integral ofa
function over a specified closed interval [x,y] and number of partitions n. The
partition endpoints x and y should resolve to real numbers upon the application
of »NUM,so symbolic values like 't are acceptable.

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

4: interval start, x (real) 4:

3:interval end, y (real) 3:

2: function of X, F 2:

1: partitions, n (integer) 1: Riemann midpoint sum

'MIDPT(x, y, F, n)’

Example(s)

Input Output

0 'm/2' 'SIN(X)' 10 1.00102882415

'MIDPT(0,7/2,SIN(X),10)" (B 1.00102882415    
 

Note(s)

Examples use Radians mode.
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TRAPZ: Trapezoidal Method

This command approximates the value ofthe definite integral of a function over
a specified closed interval [x,y] and number ofpartitions n, using the trapezoidal
method. The partition endpoints x and y should resolve to real numbers upon
the application of >NUM, so symbolic values like '’ are acceptable.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

Input Output

4: interval start, x (real) 4:

3:interval end, y (real) 3:

2: function of X, F 2:

1: partitions, n (integer) 1: Trapezoidal method sum

"TRAPZ(x, y, F, n)’

Example(s)

Input Output

0 'm/2' 'SIN(X)' 10 99794298636

"TRAPZ(0,7/2,SIN(X),10)" [ew] 99794298636     
Note(s)

Examples use Radians mode.
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SIMPS: Simpson’s Rule

This command approximates the value ofthe definite integral of a [unction over
a specified closed interval [x,y] and number of partitions n, using Simpson’s
Rule. The partition endpoints x and y should resolve to real numbers upon the
application of =NUM,so symbolic values like 't' are acceptable.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

     
 

 

 

Input Output

4: interval start, x (real) 4:

3:interval end, y (real) 3:

2: function of X, F 2:

1: partitions, n (integer) 1: Simpson’s Rule sum

'SIMPS(x, y, F, n)'

Example(s)

Input Output

0 'm/2' 'SIN(X)' 10 SIS 1.00000339223

'SIMPS(0,7/2,SIN(X),10)" [Ew] 1.00000339223    
 

Note(s)

Examples use Radians mode.
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INDEF: Store Indefinite Integral

This command stores indefinite integrals into the user-defined integrals section
of the Integral Tables in the Calculus Pac. The integrals can optionally be

tagged with a string, to store variable constraint information. The integrals are
stored in the global variable 'USRINTEG' in the 'SPARCOM' directory, and are
accessible to the Physics Pac, the Calculus Pac, and future revisions ofthe

Mathematics Pac. (For more information, sce “User-Defined Integrals” in

Chapter 5.)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

Input Output

1: 'integral=answer' (equation) 1:

1: :constraint: 'integral=answer' 1:
(tagged equation)    
 

 

 

Example(s)

Input Output

[(LU,TAN(A*X)"2,X)=1/A*TAN(A*X)-X' 1:

B>0: 'f (L,U,B*"(A*X),X)=B"(A*X)/(A*LOG(B))' 1:   
 

Note(s)

To tag anintegral with a string, place the integral in level 2, thestring in level 1,

and press [FA] ICENM EXFE.
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DEFIN: Store Definite Integral

This command stores definite integrals into the user-deflined integrals section of
the Integral Tables in the Calculus Pac. The integrals can optionally be tagged

with a string, to store variable constraint information. The integrals are stored in
the global variable 'USRINTEG' in the 'SPARCOMdirectory, and are accessi-
ble to the Physics Pac, the Calculus Pac, and future revisions of the Mathematics

Pac. (For more information, see “User-Defined Integrals” in Chapter 5.)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

1: 'integral=answer' (equation) 1:

1: :constraint: 'integral=answer' 1:
(tagged equation)

Example(s)

Input Output
  f(0,1,LOG(X)/(1+X),X)=—"2/12' DIAANY   
 

Note(s)

To tag an integral with a string, place the integral in level 2, the string in level 1,

and press [Prc] ICENE EXWG.
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Chapter 10

Plotting ToolKkit

The Plotting Toolkit contains commands from the Calculus Pac oriented at en-
hancing the graphics capabilities of your HP 48SX. The commands are orga-
nized into the Plotting Toolkit and the PLOT2, PLOT3, and DIFEQ menus.

This chapter covers:

Using the Plotting Toolkit
PLOT?2: Sparcom PLOT2 Menu
PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu
DIFEQ: Sparcom DIFEQ Menu
GRF2: Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment
GRF3: Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment
PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keyso

c
o
u
o
o
o

Also included are sections on the enhanced Plot menu and a comparison chart:

(3 The Enhanced Plot Menu
O HP 48SX Plotting vs. Sparcom 2D & 3D Plotting

 

Using the Plotting Toolkit

To get to the Plotting Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press ()] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the fourth softkey, [EIMON , to display the Plotting Toolkit menu:

 

{ HOME }

4:
3:
2:
1:

 

  
{PLOT2[PLOTI[0IFE:GRF2[SRFS[PREY |
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The Plotting Toolkit menu accesses the Sparcom PLOT2, PLOT3, and DIFEQ
menus, the Sparcom 2D and 3D Graphics Environments, and the Sparcom
Plotting Keys.

Plotting Toolkit Operations
 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

Plotting ENeX [EHWeNK] [PINIE@ [PKEY]

Toolkit
 

 

PLOT2: Sparcom PLOT2 Menu

See “PLOT2: Sparcom PLOT2 Menu” in Chapter 11.

 

PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu

See “PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu” in Chapter 12.

 

DIFEQ: Sparcom DIFEQ Menu

See “DIFEQ: Sparcom DIFEQ Menu” in Chapter 13.

 

GRF2: Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment

See “GRF2: Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment” in Chapter 11.

 

GRF3: Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment

See “GRF3: Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment” in Chapter 12.
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PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys

This command installs or removes the Sparcom Plotting Keys. The Sparcom

Plotting Keysredefine [&]fe], [=]fwe], (&) P07, and [=]P07 with user-key as-
signments to support the Sparcom 2D and 3D Graphics Environments in a
transparent fashion, without inhibiting normal use of your HP 48SX. (For more
information, see Chapter 11, “2D Plotting,” Chapter 12, “3D Plotting,” and
Chapter 15 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Customizing the Calculator.”)

There are two ways to install the Sparcom Plotting Keys:

Q Press (@] [e] (XMWXMV (0 access the Main menu, movethe

pointer to one of the three Plotting items, press ENIER to display the in-

formation screen about the Plotting item, and press [f1y to display the
Sparcom PLOT2, PLOT3, or DIFEQ menus. This will automatically
install the Sparcom Plotting Keys and turn on User mode. (For more
information, see Chapter 1, “Main Menu.”)

0 Press (&)(] oYNey to install (or remove) the Sparcom
Plotting Keys. If the Sparcom Plotting Keys are not installed,
will install them and turn on User mode. If the Sparcom Plotting Keys
are installed, will remove them and turn off User mode.

When the Sparcom Plotting Keys are installed and User mode is turned on, the
following keys are redefined:

Sparcom Plotting Keys

 

Key Action
 

()e Executes GRF2 to enter the Sparcom 2D Graphics

Environment. (Normally executes GRAPH to enter the HP
48SX Graphics Environment.)

=]ey Executes GRF3 to enter the Sparcom 3D Graphics
Environment. (Normally does nothing.)

(=)P Displays the enhanced Plot menu. (Normally displays the

HP 485X Plot menu.)

(=Pt Displays the Sparcom PLOT2 menu. (Normally displays the
HP 485X PLOTR menu.)    
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Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

    

Note(s)

In immediate-entry mode, [&]@# will access the Sparcom 2D Graphics Envi-

ronment, (2] @# will jump the cursor to the left edge ofthe command line,

(=] will display the enhanced Plot menu, and [P0 will display the
Sparcom PLOT2 menu.

In algebraic and program entry modes, [E®]f@#] will echo GRF2, [=](@e] will

enhanced Plot menu, and [P0 will display the Sparcom PLOT2 menu.

When the Sparcom Plotting Keys are installed, you will not be able to interac-
tively edit the list of user-key assignments returned by RCLKEYS. This is be-

cause the objects assigned to keys 34.2, 34.3,63.2, and 63.3 arc system RPL ob-

jects and your HP 48SX cannot edit them directly. If you wish to edit the list of
user-key assignments, you must either first remove the Sparcom Plotting Keys
or you must use commands such as REPL or the Interactive Stack to indirectly
edit the list without placing it on the command line. If you accidentally attempt
to interactively edit the list of user-key assignments whenthe Sparcom Plotting

Keysare installed, you will have to press [0N]-C to abort the editing operation

and returnto the stack. (Pressing [0N]-C will nor damage user memory, butit

will clear the stack and return to the HOME directory.)

The Calculus Pac must be installed in your HP 48SX for the Sparcom Plotting
Keys to work correctly. If you remove the Calculus Pac while the Sparcom
Plotting Keys are installed and your HP 48SX is in User mode,the re-defined

keys will behave as if the Sparcom Plotting Keys were not installed. Uponre-
installing the Calculus Pac and re-entering User mode, the re-defined keys will
resume their customized functions.
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The Enhanced Plot Menu

The built-in HP 48SX Plot menu—accessed by pressing (][Pl]—includes the
commands necessary to access the HP 48SX PLOTR menu, set the plot type,

store an equation into 'EQ’, and access the Equation Catalog. The Calculus Pac
enables you to enhance the Plot menu to include new commands to access the

Sparcom PLOT2, PLOT3, and DIFEQ menus.

To enhance the Plot menu, follow these steps:

O Install the Sparcom Plotting Keys. (For more information, see “PKEY:

SparcomPlotting Keys.”)

® Make sure User mode is turned on. (For more information, see Chapter 15
of the HP 485X Owner’s Manual, “Customizing the Calculator.”)

© Press (@] to display the enhanced Plot menu.

When the enhanced Plot menu is displayed, a status message will appear, de-
scribing the current plot type and equation (displays assume 'EQ' does not ex-
ist):

 

 

HP 48SX Plot Menu IEnhanced Plot Menu

No current equation.
Enter eqny press NEW

3:

1 7
PLOTE[PTYPE]NEWJEDE:[5TER|CHT| Eiflflflfln!flflnm!flnfliflflilifll  

Because ofthe similarity between the Plot menu and the enhanced Plot menu,
only the differences between them are summarized below. For a complete

summary, see Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and
Function Analysis.”

Enhanced Plot Menu Operations

 

Screen Softkeys

Plot Menu NEW EEFDEQEENSTEQNEE CAT

Plot Menu PLOTSEND FEQEIPLOTR] A
(Enhanced) EpEe HiSe EJIYE NN NN .
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Key Description
 

 
PLOT3

 

Displays the Sparcom PLOT?2 menu for specifying the 2D
plot parameters in 'PPAR' and accessing the Sparcom 2D
Graphics Environment.

Displays the Sparcom PLOT3 menu for specifying the 3D
plot parameters in PPAR3' and accessing the Sparcom 3D
Graphics Environment.

Displays the Sparcom DIFEQ menu for plotting differential
equations.
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HP 48SX Plotting vs. Sparcom 2D & 3D Plotting

Here is a comparison of the HP 48SX Plot application and the Sparcom 2D and
3D plotting routines.

Comparison of HP 48SX and Sparcom 2D & 3D Plotting
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Feature HP 2D 3D

Automatic plotting demonstrations No No Yes

Plot parameters specified through Yes Yes Yes
menu(s) with status message(s)

Supported plot types:

FUNCTION Yes Yes -
CONIC Yes - -
POLAR Yes Yes -
PARAMETRIC Yes Yes -
TRUTH Yes - -
BAR Yes - -
HISTOGRAM Yes - -
SCATTER Yes - -
FUNC3 - - Yes
PCURV3 - - Yes
PSURF3 - - Yes

Hiddenline removal, viewing box, and - — Yes

xy-plane projection

Supports graphs larger than 131 x 64 Yes Yes Yes

Zoom operations:

XAUTO, X, Y, XAUTO Yes Yes -
Zoom box Yes - -

Jumpto any x-value - Yes -

Center graphat cursor location Yes Yes -

Display cursor coordinates Yes Yes Yes

Trace mode — Yes Yes    
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Function analysis operations:

 

 

 

   

ROOT Yes Yes
ISECT Yes -
SLOPE Yes Yes
AREA Yes -
EXTR Yes Yes

F(X) Yes -
F Yes Yes
NXEQ Yes Yes

Graph labeling Yes Yes

Graphtagging - Yes

Graphical editing commands:

DOT+, DOT—, LINE Yes -

TLINE, BOX, CIRCL Yes -
MARK, REPL, SUB, DEL Yes -
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Chapter 11

2D Plotting

2D plotting utilizes the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment, which provides a
powerful way to analyze and trace functions, polar plots, and parametric plots,
and the Sparcom PLOT?2 menu, which provides a flexible way to specify the 2D
plot parameters.

This chapter covers:

1 Using 2D Plotting
1 PLOT2: Sparcom PLOT2 Menu

(O GRF2: Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment

 

Using 2D Plotting

Both the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment and PLOT2 menu are accessible
from the Plotting Toolkit. To get to the Plotting Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press [@]Ea] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press [FXHelY to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the fourth softkey, [N, to display the Plotting Toolkit menu:

 

 

Mmramfimmm  
At this point, press [EWeR#A to display the Sparcom PLOT2 menu or press
to enter the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment.
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PLOT2: Sparcom PLOT2 Menu

The Sparcom PLOT?2 menu provides a flexible way to specify the 2D plot pa-
rameters. (Plot types other than FUNCTION, POLAR, and PARAMETRIC are

not supported by the Sparcom PLOT2 menu—for other plot types, use the HP
48SX PLOTR menu.)

The Sparcom PLOT?2 menu is nearly identical to the HP 48SX PLOTR menu,

so you should familiarize yourself with Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s
Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function Analysis,” and Chapter 19, “More About

Plotting and Graphics Objects.”

Using the Sparcom PLOT2 Menu

There are three ways to access the Sparcom PLOT2 menu fromthe stack:

(O Press [PJF] to display the Sparcom PLOT2 menu. (The Sparcom
Plotting Keys must be installed and User mode must be turned on. For
more information, see “PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

0 Press [@®][1] to display the enhanced Plot menu and press EWeN# (0
display the Sparcom PLOT2 menu. (The Sparcom Plotting Keys must
be installed and User mode must be turned on. For more information,

seec “PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

0 Press E@] [(FXWe]V] ZANe}iMR 0 display the Sparcom PLOT2

menu.

There is one way to access the Sparcom PLOT2 menu fromthe interactive

menus:

(0 Press [&q](| F:YWEN F:XMOV] (0 access the Main menu, movethe

pointer to “Plotting: 2D w/ Trace,” press ENIER| to display the informa-

tion screen about 2D plotting, and press [A1to display the Sparcom
PLOT2 menu. (This will automatically install the Sparcom Plotting
Keys and turn on User mode. For more information, see “PKEY:
Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

When the Sparcom PLOT2 menuis displayed, ifthe plot type is FUNCTION,
POLAR, or PARAMETRIC,a status message will also appear, describing the

plot type, current equation(s), independent variable (with plotting range, if spec-
ified), and display ranges in the x- and y-axis directions:
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Plot tuype: FUNCTION
No current equation.
Indep: 'K’

R -6.5 6.5
yi -3.1 3.7

  
However, ifthe plot type is not FUNCTION, POLAR, or PARAMETRIC, an

error message will be displayed, because only those three plot types are sup-
ported by the Sparcom PLOT2 menu and 2D Graphics Environment:

 

ror:
valid PPAR for PLOTZ2

s
=
s
s

=
e
7
)
YE

I
4
3
2
1
[ERAZE[DRAI]AUTO[RENG]YENG [INDEP]  
 

If the plot type is not FUNCTION, POLAR, or PARAMETRIC, you should

press [vx1] and set the plot type to FUNCTION, POLAR, or
PARAMETRIC. Thenthe status message will appear.

Because ofthe similarity between the Sparcom PLOT2 menu and the HP 488X
PLOTR menu, only the differences between them are summarized below. For a
complete summary, see Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic
Plotting and Function Analysis.”

Sparcom PLOT2 Menu Operations

 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Sparcom FHEE DLREFAY Ve e =z

PLOT2 Menu DEPNEEEPTYPERE RES BECENTEENSCALE]
DEYYY WX-]98 BN BRIV

Key Description

JAUT After autoscaling, drawing the axes, and plotting the equa-

tion(s), enters the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment.
(Normally enters the HP 48SX Graphics Environment.)

DR Alter drawing the axes and plotting the equation(s), enters

the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment. (Normally enters
the HP 48SX Graphics Environment.)

Displays a plot type menu with only FUNCTION, POLAR,

and PARAMETRIC available. (Normally all plot types are
available.)  
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GRF2: Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment

This command invokes the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment, which provides
a powerful way to analyze and trace functions, polar plots, and parametric plots.
(Plot types other than FUNCTION, POLAR, and PARAMETRIC are not sup-
ported by the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment—for other plot types, use the
HP 48SX Graphics Environment.)

The Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment is very similar to the HP 48SX
Graphics Environment, so you should familiarize yourself with Chapter 18 of
the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function Analysis,” and
Chapter 19, “More About Plotting and Graphics Objects.”

This section covers:

Using the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment
ZoomOperations
Jumping to Any Value ofthe Independent Variable
Centering the Graph at the Cursor Coordinates
Displaying the Cursor Coordinates
Tracing an Equation
Function Analysis Operations
Tagging the Graph

The Contents of 'PPAR'r
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
d

Using the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment

There are three ways to access the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment:

(1 Plotan equation from the Sparcom PLOT2 menu with BIRYAY or EYVENe).

(1 Press [q)@# fromthe stack. (The Sparcom Plotting Keys must bein-
stalled and User mode must be turned on. For more information, sce

“PKEY: SparcomPlotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

(O Press [&q](] oYWV ZAWeXi (€ETA.

The Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment is summarized below. (For more in-
formation, because of the similarity to the HP 48SX Graphics Environment, see
Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function

Analysis.”)
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Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

Sparcom 2D
Graphics Env.
 

 

 

 

Key Action

Redraws the graph with the current cursor positionat the

center of the display, evenif cursoris off-screen. If in Trace
mode, the exact equation value is used.

COORD) Turns on coordinate display in the menu area. Press [+] or
any softkey to restore the menu. The coordinates can be

copied to the stack by pressing ENIER| or (<] ENTER].

e Displays the Sparcom 2D Function Analysis Menu (subset
of the HP 48SX GRAPHICS FCN menu).

NIV Prompts for a newvalue for the independent variable (x, 0,
or 1, depending on the plot type) and moves the cursor to that
value on the current equation, redrawing the graph if neces-

sary.

Turns off menu to show more of the graph. Press [=] or any

softkey to restore the menu.

LABEL Adds axis labels to the graph.

Adds a circular tag to the graph at the cursor position.

TRACE Toggles Trace mode on and off. In Trace mode, the cursor

hugs the current equation, (<] and [>] decrease and in-
crease the independentvariable, and [(a] and @] switch

between equations if 'EQ’' contains more than one equation.

IZOOM Displays the Sparcom 2D Zoom menu (identical to HP

43SX GRAPHICS ZOOM menu).

Toggles cursor type between dark and inverted.

 

 

 

 

Quits to the HP 48SX stack.

Copies the x- and y-coordinates of the cursor to the stack as
a complex number. If in Trace mode, the exact equation
value is used.

Copies a list oftagged real numbers to the stack—{or func-
tions: x and y; for polar plots: 8 and r; and for parametric

plots: t, x, and y. In Trace mode, the exact equation value is
used.  
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=)ey Toggles scrolling mode on and off. Inscrolling mode, cur-
sor keys scroll oversize graphs in the indicated direction.

== (Trace mode off) Move the cursorin the indicated direction.
> Whenprefixed with [=], move the cursor to the edge ofthe

screenin the indicated direction, or to the edge of PICT if
already at the edge ofthe screen.

(Trace mode on) [=] and [>] decrease and increase the in-

dependent variable, and [a] and [¥] switch between equa-
tions (sec MEIX®E). [][=] and [P][>] move the cursor to
the minimum and maximum value ofthe independent vari-

able. [PJ[a] and [®J[¥] are non-functional.

J Toggles coordinate display on and off(scc [e{eIe]zIn]).

= Toggles menu on and off (sce [4RE).

<] Toggles Trace mode on and off (same as IEEYSS).

A Toggles cursor type (same as IENEN).

(9= Temporarily displays the PLOT?2 status message, including
the plot type, current equation(s), and independent variable.

[sm] Copies PICTto the stack as a graphics object (GROB).

[Lon]] Dumps the current screen to an IR printer.    
Zoom Operations

Fromthe Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press FeI8lY to access the
Sparcom 2D Zoom menu.

The zoomoperations in the Sparcom 2D Zoom menu manipulate the viewing
window by zooming in on a region for more detail or by zooming out tor more

information. You can zoom along the x-axis, the y-axis, or both axes.

Sparcom 2D Zoom Menu Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

Zoom Menu IXAUTORN X Y N AN
 

 

Key Action
 

SN Exits the Sparcom 2D Zoom menu back to the Sparcom 2D

Graphics Environment menu.  Prompts for x-axis zoom factor.
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IXAUTO] Prompts for x-axis zoom factor and autoscales y-axis.

Prompts for x- and y-axis zoom factor.

Prompts for y-axis zoom factor.
 

Jumping to Any Value of the Independent Variable

Fromthe Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press to jump to any
value of the independent variable. You will be prompted for a new value for the
independent variable (X, 6, or T, depending onthe plot type) and the cursor will
be moved to the current equationat that value. If the current equation is unde-
fined at that value, will do nothing. Ifthat valueis off-screen, the graph
will be redrawn with the new cursor position at the center ofthe display.

Centering the Graph at the Cursor Coordinates

Fromthe Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press @=¥h to redraw the
graph with the cursor position at the center ofthe display. If Trace mode is on,
the graph will be redrawn with the exact function value at the center ofthe dis-
play. If Trace mode is off, the graph will be redrawn with the pixel coordinates
at the center ofthe display.

Displaying the Cursor Coordinates

From the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press @RI or [+ to
toggle coordinate display on and off. When on, the coordinates will be dis-
played in the menu arca. The coordinates can be copied to the stack by pressing

ENIER] or (&) ENIER).

Trace Mode Off

The coordinates displayed will be the x- and y-coordinates ofthe center ofthe
pixel on which the cursoris located. The coordinate labels will always be X
and Y, regardless of the names ofthe independent and dependent variables.

Pressing ENIER] will return a complex number representing the x- and y-coordi-

nates of the center ofthe pixel on which the cursor is located. Pressing [€q]ENIER

will return the same coordinates as a list of two tagged real numbers.

Trace Mode On

The coordinates displayed will depend on the plot type:

1 FUNCTION: The coordinates displayed will be the x-value ofthe

cursor and F(x), the function y-value for that x-value. The coordinate
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labels will be X and Y, regardless of the names ofthe independent and

dependent variables.

(1 POLAR: The coordinates displayed will be the 0-value ofthe cursor
and R(0), the function r-value for that 0-value. The coordinate labels

will be 0 and R, regardless of the names ofthe independent and depen-
dent variables.

(O PARAMETRIC: The coordinates displayed will be the t-value ofthe
independent variable and F(t), the function x- and y-values for that t-
value. The coordinate labels will be T, X, and Y, regardless ofthe

names of the independent and dependent variables.

Pressing ENIER| will return a complex numberrepresenting the exact x- and y-co-

ordinates of the cursor’s location on the function. Pressing [ENER will return

a list oftagged real numbers—for functions: x and y; for polar plots: 0 and ;

and for parametric plots: t, x, and y.

 

NOTE: For a function plot, toggling Trace mode on and off may

change the displayed y-coordinate. This is because Trace
mode always displays the exact function value, which may not
be identical to the y-value of the closest pixel.    

Tracing an Equation

From the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press IEEX®IS or£ to
toggle Trace mode on and off. When on, the softkey will appear with a box.

In Trace mode,the cursor hugs the current equation, (=] and > decrease and

increase the independent variable, and [a and [¥] switch between equationsif

'EQ' contains more than one equation. [=J[=] and [=][>] movethe cursor to

the minimum and maximum value ofthe independent variable.

   

 

NOTE: Tracing an undrawn interval of an equation will cause

the equation to be filled in pixel by pixel, except in regions
where the equation is undefined.    

Function Analysis Operations

From the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press IiE®IYE to acccess the
Sparcom 2D Function Analysis menu.

The function analysis operations in the Sparcom 2D Function Analysis menu al-
low youto analyze the behavior and characteristics ofthe plotted equations.
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You can find roots, extremums, slopes, and derivatives. You can also switch

among multiple plotted equations. All function analysis operations work cor-

rectly whether Trace mode is on or off.

The Sparcom 2D Function Analysis menu is summarized below. (For more in-
formation, because of the similarity to the HP 48SX GRAPHICS FCN menu,

see Chapter 18 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Basic Plotting and Function
Analysis.”)

Sparcom 2D Function Analysis Menu Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Function ROOTIEMFXT R LOPE M

Key Action

AR Exits the Sparcom 2D Function Analysis menu back to the
Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu.

AN Moves the cursorto the nearest extremum or inflection point
and displays the coordinates. The extremum is automati-
cally copied to the stack.

Calculates and plots first derivative of current equation.

Prepends derivative to 'EQ’, converting 'EQ’ to alist if nec-
essary. Ifin Trace mode, cursor switches to the derivative.

NXEQ If'EQ' is an equation, swaps the sides of the equation. If

'EQ' is a list, rotates the list, moving the second equation to

the beginning and the first equation to the end.

ROOT| Moves the cursor to the nearest root and displays the coordi-

nates. The root is automatically copied tothe stack.

Calculates and displays the slope ofthe equation at the x-

value of the cursor. If not in Trace mode, also moves the

cursorto the point on the equation where the slope was cal-
culated. The slope is automatically copied to the stack.     

Tagging the Graph

From the Sparcom 2D Graphics Environment menu, press BRWCH to tag the
graph at the current cursor location. The tag is a circular mark which can be
used to circle points of interest on the graph. Unlike MRS in the HP 48SX
Graphics Environment, BRlXeH doces not toggle the tag on and ofl: the tag is
permanent.
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The Contents of 'PPAR'

The HP 48SX Plot application and the Calculus Pac use the reserved variable
'PPAR'to store the plotting parameters for 2D plots. 'PPAR' should contain the
following list of objects:

{ (Xmin, Ymin) (Xmax, Ymax) indepres axes ptype depend }

'PPAR' Contents

 

Item Description Default
 

(Xmin> Ymin)

(Xmax> Ymax)

indep

res

axes

ptype

depend  

A complex number containing
the coordinates ofthe lowerleft

corner of the display region.

A complex number containing
the coordinates ofthe upper right
corner of the display region.

Independent variable. Can be a

name or a list containing a name
and two real numbers (the x-axis
plotting range).

Resolution along the x-axis. A
binary integer specifies the num-
ber ofpixels, while a real number
specifies the number ofuser units
between points.

A complex number containing
the coordinates ofthe axes inter-

section, or a list containing the

intersection and axes labels.

Command name specifying the
plot type. Only FUNCTION,
POLAR, and PARAMETRIC are

supported by the Sparcom 2D
Graphics Environment.

Dependent variable. Can be a
name or a list containing the
name and two real numbers (the
y-axis plotting range).  

(-6.5,-3.1)

(653.1)

0

(0,0)

FUNCTION
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Chapter 12

3D Plotting

3D plotting utilizes the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment, which provides a
powerful way to specify, plot, and trace 3D functions, parametric curves, and
parametric surfaces, and the Sparcom PLOT3 menu, which provides a flexible
way to specity the 3D plot parameters.

This chapter covers:

Using 3D Plotting
3D Plotting Demonstrations
More About 3D Plotting
PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu
GRF3: Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment

The programmable commands in the Sparcom PLOT3 menu and submenus are
described in both “PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu” and the following sections:

c
o
c

c
o
o
c
o
v
p
b
o
u
p
o
r
u
d
u
u
d
u
u
o
u
d

DRAW?3: Draw Plot (3D)
ERASE: Erase PICT

EYE3: Eye Point (3D)

FUNC3: Function Plot Type (3D)
PCURV3: Parametric Curve Plot Type (3D)
PDIM: PICT Dimension

PSURF3: Parametric Surface Plot Type (3D)
STEQ: Store in EQ

STOX: Store x-Component in EQ
STOY: Store y-Component in EQ
STOZ: Store z-Component in EQ
TDOM: t-Variable Domain

TRES: t-Variable Resolution

TVAR: t-Variable Name

UDOM: u-Variable Domain

URES: u-Variable Resolution

UVAR: u-Variable Name

VBOX: Draw Viewing Box
VDOM: v-Variable Domain

VRES: v-Variable Resolution

VVAR: v-Variable Name
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XDOM: x-Variable Domain

XRES: x-Variable Resolution
XRNG3: x-Axis Display Range (3D)
XVAR: x-Variable Name
XYPRIJ: Draw xy-Plane Projection
YDOM: y-Variable Domain
YRES: y-Variable Resolution
YRNG3: y-Axis Display Range (3D)
YVAR: y-Variable Name
ZRNG3: z-Axis Display Range (3D)v

r
o
o
u
o
o
o
o
o

 

Using 3D Plotting

Boththe Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment and PLOT3 menu are accessible
fromthe Plotting Toolkit. To get to the Plotting Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press [&] s to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

®  Find and press YR to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

® Press the fourthsoftkey, WO, to display the Plotting Toolkit menu:

 

{ HOME }

—
M
N
W
-
h

  Mfiflflfiflflm

At this point, press NN to display the Sparcom PLOT3 menu or press (€111
to enter the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment.
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3D Plotting Demonstrations

This section demonstrates the capabilities of the 3D plotting routines in the
Calculus Pacfor each of the supported plot types: 3D functions (FUNC3),
parametric curves (PCURV3), and parametric surfaces (PSURF3).

This section covers:

3D Function DemonstrationJ
3 3D Parametric Curve Demonstration

[ 3D Parametric Surface Demonstration

3D Function Demonstration

To execute the 3D function demonstration, follow these steps:

© (If necessary) Press [&q)(e F:XWel¥)@I to view Plotting Toolkit menu.

(If necessary) Press [NeK] to display the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

(If necessary) Press to display the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

(If necessary) Press [FHVIN® to set the plot type to FUNC3.

@
0

®
©

Press BIEYI® to plot the demonstration equation:

Saddle
 

   VED:[SVPRJCOOROIKEYS]||
R

yo -
5
 

EQ: '(Y"2-X"2)/5'
PPAR3: {[-5-5-5][555][20-3030]'X""Y'#8d #8d FUNC3 }

The 3D plot parameters for this plot include a modified eye point location
of [ 20 =30 30 ]. All other parameters have default values.

® Press 114 when you have finished examining the plot in the Sparcom 3D
Graphics Environment. The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu will reappear.
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3D Parametric Curve Demonstration

To execute the 3D parametric curve demonstration, follow these steps:

0

@
6

®
©

(If necessary) Press [&q] [&] [F:XWel¥] EMeH to view Plotting Toolkit menu.

(If necessary) Press WX to display the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

(If necessary) Press to display the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

(If necessary) Press to set the plot type to PCURV3.

Press BISMIO) to plot the demonstration equation:

Helix
 

 

sin(£)x + cos(t)y+.2t2

EQ: { 'SIN(T)''COS(T) ".2*T' }
PPAR3: {[ -1.5-1.5-1.5 | [ 1.5 1.5 1.5 ] [ 20 20 20 ]{ T —6.28318530718

114

6.28318530718 } "Y' # 30d # 8d PCURV3 }

The 3D plot parameters for this plot include x-, y-, and z-axis display
ranges of —1.5 to 1.5, a t-variable domain of -2to +2x to control values of

the parametric variable, and a t-variable resolution of # 30d to plot the helix

in finer detail. All other parameters have default values.

Press [T when you havefinished examining the plot in the Sparcom 3D

Graphics Environment. The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu will reappear.
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3D Parametric Surface Demonstration

To execute the 3D parametric surface demonstration, follow these steps:

o

@
0

&
©

(If necessary) Press (&) 5] (GF:XWeJ¥] @M61H to display the Plotting Toolkit
menu.

(If necessary) Press (MoK to display the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

(If necessary) Press to display the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

(If necessary) Press to sct the plot type to PSURF3.

Press BIAYI®) to plot the demonstration equation:

Cylinder
 

IST)TI

sin(u)x + cos(u)y + vz

 

EQ: { 'SIN(U) 'COS(U)'V' }
PPAR3: {[-1.5-1.5-1.5 ][ 1.51.51.5][0-50125 |

{U 0360 }'V'#12d # 3d PSURF3 }

The 3D plot parameters for this plotinclude x-, y-, and z-axis display

ranges of —=1.5 to 1.5, an eye point of [ 0 =50 125 ], a u-variable domain of 0
to 360 (degrees) to control the rotation ofthe u-variable around the z-axis,a
u-variable resolution of # 12d, and a v-variable resolution of # 3d. All

other parameters have default values.

Press [f1 when you havefinished examining the plotin the Sparcom 3D
Graphics Environment. The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu will reappear.
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More About 3D Plotting

3D functions, parametric curves, and parametric surfaces are plotted in an
oblique single-point perspective view with the vanishing point located along the
y-axis. A fast divide-by-depth method is used to calculate the perspective,
avoiding the time-consuming matrix transformations normally required for 3D
plotting. The resolution of a 3D graph can be finely controlled, cither as an ab-
solute number ofgrid squares or line segments, or as a user unit spacing.

This section covers:

Contents of 'EQ’
Divide-by-Depth, Display Volume, and Eye Point
Variable Domains vs. Display Ranges
Controlling the Resolution
Hidden Line Removal
Overlaying Multiple 3D Graphsv

o
o
o
o
c
o

Contents of 'EQ'

The Calculus Pac plots the equation stored in the reserved variable 'EQ'. For 3D
functions, 'EQ' should contain a single expression, cquation, or program, whileg
for 3D parametric curves and surfaces, 'EQ' should contain a list of three ex-
pressions, equations, or programs, one cach to represent the x-, y-, and z-com-
ponents. A valid equation (or component) can be any ofthe following:

O Expression: A symbolic such as 12, '’X"2+5', or 'SIN(X)*SIN(Y)".

1 Equation: Two expressions sceparated by =, such as 'Z=12',
'Z=X"2+5", or 'Z=SIN(X)*SIN(Y)". The leftsideis always ignored,

regardless ofthe setting offlag -30 (Function Plotting).

1 Program: A program that takes no values [rom the stack and returns
exactly one valueto the stack, such as « IF 'X<0' THEN "2*X" ELSE
2%Y"'END ». The program should use the variables names specitied

by XVAR, YVAR, TVAR, UVAR, and/or VVAR.

1 Global Name: A global name containing any of the above objects.

Throughoutthis chapter, the term equation refers to one of the above objects
(for 3D functions) or to a list of three ofthe above objects (for 3D parametric
curves and surfaces).
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Divide-by-Depth, Display Volume, and Eye Point

All 3D graphs are plotted in a parallelepiped display volume, specified by x-
axis, y-axis, and z-axis minimum and maximum values. The display volume is
projected onto PICT (the viewing plane) with the eye point as the center ofpro-
jection and a single vanishing point along the y-axis. The viewing plane is as-
sumed to be one unit from the eye point and is always parallel to the xz-plane.

 

NOTE: This method prevents the eye point from being located

such that ymin < Yeye < Ymax, but this inability to “look”directly

along the x-axis toward the graph can be circumvented by in-
creasing the value of Xeye Or Zeye sufficiently.    

The default display volume is a 10 x 10 x 10 cube centered on the origin, and
the default eye point is located at [ 20 —20 20 ]. Locating the eye point closer to
the graph will increase the perspective distortion (causing lines parallel tothe y-
axis to noticeably converge to the vanishing point), while locating the eye point
farther from the graph will decrease the perspective distortion. Increasing or
decreasing Xeye or Yeye sufficiently will effectively rotate the graph about the z-

axis, despitethe restriction on the location ofthe eye point. (For more informa-

tion, see “EYE3: Eye Point (3D).”)

Variable Domains vs. Display Ranges

The display ranges control the dimensions ofthe display volume, whichis al-
ways entirely contained in PICT (the viewing plane). The variable domains
(which default to the display ranges) control the actual extent ofthe graph plot-
ted inside the viewing volume. Therefore, while the viewing volume for a 3D

function graph might be a 10 x 10 x 10 cube, the graph could be restricted to the
inner 5 x S vertical columnby specifying separate variable domains for x and y.
(For more information, see “XDOM: x-Variable Domain,” “YDOM: y-Variable

Domain,” and other related sections.)

Controlling the Resolution

The resolution along both axes of a 3D graph can be specified independently as
either binary integers or real numbers. Depending on the plot type, a binary in-
teger specifies the number of grid squares, parametric curve segments, or values
ofone ofthe parametric variables for a parametric surface, while a rcal number
specifies the number of user units between grid lines, parametric curve points,
or values ofone ofthe parametric variables for a parametric surface. (For more

information, see “XRES: x-Variable Resolution,” “YRES: y-Variable
Resolution,” and other related sections.)
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NOTE: For fastest results, plot with a coarse resolution and

experiment to find the best eye point location. When you are
satisfied with the view, increase the resolution for finer detail.    

Hidden Line Removal

Hidden line removal is an optional sctting for 3D functions and is controlled by

the state of user flag 58. (Flag 58 clear means hidden line removal is active,
while Flag 58 set means it is not.) By default, hidden line removal is active. To
toggle hiddenline removal, press at the Sparcom PLOT3 menu. (For
more information, see “PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu.”)

 

WARNING: Hidden line removal applies only to 3D functions

and not to 3D parametric curves or 3D parametric surfaces.
Also, because the algorithm used to perform hidden line re-
moval depends on the contents of PICT, before drawing a 3D
function with hidden line removal, you must erase PICT. If you
do not, the graph may be drawn incorrectly.    

Overlaying Multiple 3D Graphs

Although the Sparcom PLOT2 menu and 2D Graphics Environment support
multiple equations, the Sparcom PLOT3 menu and 3D Graphics Environment
do not. The only way to overlay multiple 3D graphs is to store and draw onc
equation and then store and draw another equation, without erasing PICT be-
tween drawing operations. However, you should be aware of the following:

@ Only the equation currently stored in 'EQ' will be traced inside the Sparcom
3D Graphics Environment—any previously drawn equation(s) will no

longer be available for tracing.

® Hiddenline removal will nor work correctly for all 3D functions graphed

subsequent to the first one, because a non-empty PICT will mislead the al-
gorithm. Therefore, all 3D functions graphed subsequently to thefirst one

should be drawn with hidden line removal turned off.”

 

" There isa way to display multiple 3D function graphs with hidden line removal, but it
requires that you erase PICT, draw the first graph, store the first graph as a graphics ob-

ject, erase PICT, draw another graph, store that graph as a graphics object, merge the two

graphics objects with the command GOR, and store the resulting graphics object into
PICTfor display. For more information, see Chapter 19 ofthe HP 48SX Owner’s

Manual, “More About Plotting and Graphics Objects.”
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PLOT3: Sparcom PLOT3 Menu

The Sparcom PLOT3 menu and submenus provide a flexible way to specify the
3D plot parameters.

This section covers:

Using the Sparcom PLOT3 Menu
The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE Menu
The Sparcom PLOT3 EQN Mecnu
The Sparcom PLOT3 RNG Menu
The Sparcom PLOT3 VAR MenuL

u
c
o
c

Using the Sparcom PLOT3 Menu

There are two ways to access the Sparcom PLOT3 menu:

Press [®)Pl] to display the enhanced Plot menu and press [WeNE] o
display the Sparcom PLOT3 menu. (The Sparcom Plotting Keys must
be installed and User mode must be turned on. For more information,

see “PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

0 Press [eq) (] (FXMe]Y) (NN [[AMOXE] o display the Sparcom PLOT3
menu.

There is one way to access the Sparcom PLOT3 menu {rom the interactive
menus:

] Press @M [oF:XWel¥] ((FXMeAN) (0 access the Main menu, move the

pointer to “Plotting: 3D w/ Trace,” press ENIER 1o display the informa-

tion screen about 3D plotting, and press [#Y to display the Sparcom
PLOT3 menu. (This will automatically install the Sparcom Plotting

Keys and turn on User mode. For more information, see “PKEY:

Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

When the Sparcom PLOT3 menuis displayed, a status message will appear, de-
scribing the plot type, current equation, and information about the various
PLOT3submenus (display assumes default plot type and that 'EQ" does not
exist):
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Plot type: FUNC3.
No current equation.

PTYPE sets plot type
N sets equation

RNG sets ranges .
VAR sets vars-/domains
S[GGTAT

    

        
    
    

The Sparcom PLOT3 menu is summarized below.

Sparcom PLOT3 Menu Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

Sparcom
PLOT3 Menu

EENIE DPRYVK EAdES EEeE el WRZGE
VeI  ENGEEN GWENE DI CES=0
 

 

 

 

Key Description

[DRAW Plots the equation in the reserved variable 'EQ" in PICT

(without erasing PICT), using the x-, y-, and z-axis display
ranges. Automatically enters the Sparcom 3D Graphics
Environment if executed from the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

[ BEYAYR cxccutes STEQ. [r=] BIEFNK recalls the current
equation.

ERASE Erases PICT, leaving a blank PICT ofthe samesize.

e Displays the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu.

HL NE Toggles hidden line removal for 3D functions. A box
appears in the key label to indicate when hiddenline

removal is active.

(=EPXEY Changesthe size of PICT. [=] @XM recalls thesize of
PICT.

PTYPE Displays the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

Resets all plot parameters except the plot type, to their de-

fault values and crases PICT, restoring it to 131 x 64.

E:IeH Displays the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu.

VAR Displays the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu.

VBOX] Draws the viewing box in PICT, using the x-, y-, and z-axis

display ranges.

XYPRJ Draws the xy-plane projection in PICT, using the x- and y- axis display ranges.

Redisplays the status message.
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The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE Menu

Press to display the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu. A status message
will appear, describing the available plot types (display assumes default plot
type):

 

unctions
space curves
parametric
surfaces

[IENIEE

 

The Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu is summarized below.

Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE Menu Operations
 

Screen Softkeys
 

PTYPE Menu N (AN
 

 

 

Key Description

[DEMO] Executes the demofor the current plot type.

=ani Exits to the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

Sets plot type to FUNC3 and resets variables to 'X'and 'Y'".

PCURV Sets plot type to PCURV3 and resets first variable to T".

PSURF Sets plot type to PSURF3 and resets variables to 'U"and 'V'.

(=](e Redisplays the status message.    
The Sparcom PLOT3 EQN Menu

Press IIE®IYM to display the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu. A status message
will appear (depending on the plot type), describing the current equation
(displays assume 'EQ' does not exist):

Plot type FUNC3 Plot type PCURV3
Set equation:    

  

   

 

R(Ty:
YCTo:
2¢To:

[Bluel-STEQ recalls.. [Bluel-STOXYZ recalls..
BI. BBTEHiH.
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Plot type PSURF3
Set equation:
      

 

   

KUy V3
YCUs Y2
Z2C¢Uy V)

[Bluel-STOXYZ recalls..
EiHEiTEH.0

The Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu is summarized below.

Sparcom PLOT3 EQN Menu Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Screen Softkeys

EQN Menu iS¢ I I I I 54

(FUNC3)

EQN Menu ISTOXEEESTOYREESTOZINN BN JEX|T]
(PCURV3,
PSURF3)

Key Description

Exits to the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

ISTEQ)] Stores an equation from the stack into 'EQ". [=] EElE® re-

calls the current equation.

ISTOX] Stores an equation from the stack as the x-component ofthe
equation in 'EQ’ (as thefirst item in a list ofthree items).

(=] SEEeA recalls the current x-component of 'EQ".

ISTOY] Stores an equation fromthe stack as the y-component ofthe
equation in 'EQ' (as the second itemin a list ofthree items).

(=] EEE®N recalls the current y-component of 'EQ".

ISTOZ Stores an equation from thestack as the z-component olthe
equation in 'EQ' (as the third itemin a list ofthree items).

(] SEeME recalls the current z-component of 'EQ".

(=]e Redisplays thestatus message.
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The Sparcom PLOT3 RNG Menu

Press IZINIeM to display the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu. A status message
will appear, describing the current display ranges and eye point (display as-
sumes default values):

 

Set plot ranges:

[HENG|VENG]2ENG |EVES[RESET] EXIT |

 

The Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu is summarized below.

Sparcom PLOT3 RNG Menu Operations
 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

RNG Menu GIE  YEE MAYE (@R RESETHMEX |

Key Description

A Exits to the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

Sets the eye point in 'PPAR3" as the vector | Xeye Yeye Zeye |-

(] Brecalls the current eye point.

RESET Reselts x-, y-, and z-axis display ranges and the eye point to

their default values.

XRN Sets the x-axis display range in 'PPAR3" as part ofthe vec-

tors | Xmin Ymin Zmin ] 40d [ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- 2] EGINEK]
recalls the current x-axis display range.

[YRNG Sets the y-axis display range in 'PPAR3' as part of the vec-

tors [ Xmin Ymin Zmin | a0d [ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- 2] VIEINER)
recalls the current y-axis display range.

[ZRNG Sets the z-axis display range in 'PPAR3" as part ofthe vec-

1015 [ Xmin ¥Ymin Zmin | a0[ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- 2] ASNER
recalls the current z-axis display range.

(9]e Redisplays the status message.    
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The Sparcom PLOT3 VAR Menu

Press to display the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu. A status message
will appear (depending on the plot type), describing the current domains,
resolutions, and variables (displays assume default values):

Plot type FUNC3 Plot type PCURV3
 

 

   

    

 

 

 

 

Set variables/domains: Set variables-/domains:
X dom: -3 S
Y dom: -5 S T dom: -5 5
X res: # 8d T res: # 8d
Y res: # 8d T var: 'T!
X var: 'X!
Y var: 'Y!'

GTTICEEE0

Plot type PSURI3
Set wvariables/domains:
U dom: - S
Y dom: -3 5
U res: #
V res: #
U var: 'U
VY var: 'Y
TTTI(0I  

The Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu is summarized below.

Sparcom PLOT3 VAR Menu Operations
 

 

 

 

 

 

Screen Softkeys

VAR Menu KLY  NhIel [RESETHMEX |

(FUNC3) YVARRESS BN BN ERFX|T]

VAR Mecnu TDOMEETRESEEETVAREEE  EERESETENEX]T

(PCURV3)

VAR Menu [UDOMESEVDOM| VRES] Bani

(PSURF3) 7Y WM7ZY: I N . SN

Key Description
 

values.

By
=

m|

a
a

i
Z

-
=

u
X

= B/ m|   
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Exits to the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

Resets domains, resolutions, and variables to their default

Sets t-variable domain in 'PPAR3" as the list { tyar tmin

tmax |- »[E] DIl recalls the current t-variable domain.

Sets t-variable resolution in 'PPAR3' as the binary integer or

real number te [ WEES recalls the current t-resolution.  



 

=
(=

[=
—

D
<

By
<

m
®

S
m

®
e

B
By

5 < Bs

[pIe]Y]

B3
i

i
<

By
b

m
By

i

YVAR  

Sets t-variable name in 'PPAR3' as the name ty,;. [=]XS
recalls the current t-variable name.

Sets u-variable domain in 'PPAR3' as the list { uy,r Umin

Umax }- [ BBIeM recalls the current u-variable domain.

Sets u-variable resolution in 'PPAR3' as the binary integer or

real number upes. [ recalls the current u-resolution.

Sets u-variable name in 'PPAR3' as the name uy,

(=] O3 recalls the current u-variable name.

Sets v-variable domain in 'PPAR3' as the list { Vyar Vimin

Vmax }- [ W& recalls the current v-variable domain.

Sets v-variable resolution in 'PPAR3’ as the binary integer or

real number vs () recalls the current v-resolution.

Sets v-variable name in 'PPAR3' as the name vy,

[P WIXR recalls the current v-variable name.

Sets x-variable domain in 'PPAR3" as the list { Xyur Xmin

Xmax }- (2] KO8 recalls the current x-variable domain.

Sets x-variable resolution in 'PPAR3" as the binary integer or

real number Xpes. [=) EEIES recalls the current x-resolution.

Sets x-variable name in 'PPAR3' as the name xy,p

[P X3 recalls the current x-variable name.

Sets y-variable domain in 'PPAR3" as the list { Yyur Ymin

Ymax }-) MO recalls the current y-variable domain.

Sets y-variable resolution in 'PPAR3" as the binary integer or

real number ye[=] MEIE recalls the current y-resolution.

Sets y-variable name in 'PPAR3" as the name yy,p

[d] YAYZXZ recalls the current y-variable name.

Redisplays the status message.   
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GRF3: Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment

This command invokes the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment, which provides
a powerful way to specify, plot, and trace 3D functions, parametric curves, and
parametric surfaces.

This section covers:

Using the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment
Tracing an Equation

Drawing the Viewing Box
Drawing the xy-Plane Projection
Displaying the Cursor Coordinates
The Contents of 'PPAR3’g

o
o
u
o
o
o

Using the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment

There are three ways to access the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment:

(1 Plot an equation from the Sparcom PLOT3 menu with BIZFAW.

0 Press [@f@# fromthe stack. (The Sparcom Plotting Keys must bein-
stalled and User mode must be turned on. For more information, sce

“PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

(0 Press (&) [e] (oF:XWelV) (ZAMoXA (T:TK).

The Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment is summarized below.

Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment Operations
 

Screen Softkeys

Sparcom 3D [VBOXIEXYPRJENCOORDENKEYSINN |

Graphics Env.

 

 

 

 

Key Action

COORD) Turns on coordinate display in the menu area. Press [+] or
any softkey to restore the menu. The coordinates can be

copied to the stack by pressing ENIER or [éq]ENIER].

KEYS Turns off menu to show more ofthe graph. Press=] or any
softkey to restore the menu.    
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VBOX Drawsthe viewing box, using the x-, y-, and z-axis display
ranges.

XYPRJ Draws the xy-plane projection, using the x- and y-axis dis-
play ranges.

- Decreases the first variable (x, t, or u). When prefixed with

(], decreases to the minimumvalue.

 

=] Increases the first variable (x, t, or u, depending on the plot

type). When prefixed with [/, increases to the maximum
value.

[a] Increases the second variable (y or v, depending onthe plot

type). Whenprefixed with [, increases to the maximum
value.

> Decreases the second variable (y or v, depending onthe plot

type). Whenprefixed with [], decreases to the minimum

value.

(5] Quits to the HP 48SX stack.

ENTER Copies the x-, y-, and z-coordinates ofthe cursor to the stack
as a 3D vector, using the exact equation value for the z-co-

ordinate.

[=EniEr Copies a list oftagged real numbers to the stack—{or 3D
fuuclions" X, Yy, and z; for 3D parametric curves: , X, y, and

7; and for 3D parametric surfaces: u, v, X, v, and 7.

g Toggles coordinate display in the menu arca on and off. The

coordinates can be copied 1o the stack by pressing ENER| or

([H.

(s Copies PICT to the stack as a graphics object (GROB).

ON| i umps the current screen to an rinter.[on] Dumps th t t IR print    
Tracing an Equation

The Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment automatically traces the plotted equa-
tion. The cursor keys move between the plotted points of the graph, which may
be the intersections ofthe grid lines (3D functions and parametric surfaces) or

the ends ofthe line segments (3D parametric curves). (<] and [»] decrease and

increase the first variable, while [a] and [¥] decrease and increase the second

variable (except for 3D parametric curves). In all cases, prefixing a cursor key

with [] increases or decreases the variable as far as possible in the indicated
direction.
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Drawing the Viewing Box

From the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment menu, press WIEIo)d to draw the
viewing box, using the x-, y-, and z-axis display ranges.

Drawing the xy-Plane Projection

From the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment menu, press EQ4azN to draw the
xy-plane projection, using the x- and y-axis display ranges.

Displaying the Cursor Coordinates

Fromthe Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment menu, press [@elels[) or [+to
toggle coordinate display on and off. When on, the coordinates will be dis-
played in the menu area. The coordinates can be copied to the stack by pressing

ENTER] or [&q] ENIER].

When coordinate display is on, pressing [M1] will toggle betweenthe x-, y-, and
z-coordinates and either the t-coordinate for 3D parametric curves or the u- and

v-coordinates for 3D parametric surfaces. For 3D functions, [¥] is non-func-

tional.

Pressing will return a 3D vector representing the exact x-, y-, and z-coor-

dinates of the cursor’s location on the function. Pressing @\@] will return a

list oftagged real numbers—for 3D functions: x, y, and z; for 3D parametric
curves: t, X, y, and z; and for 3D parametric surfaces: u, v, x, y, and 7.

The Contents of 'PPAR3'

The Calculus Pac uses the global variable 'PPAR3' to store the plotting parame-
ters for 3D plots. 'PPAR3' should contain the following list of objects:

{ [ Xmin Ymin Zmin | [ Xmax Ymax Zmax | [ Xeye Yeye Zeye |
varl var2 res1 res2 ptype }

'PPAR3' Contents

 

 

 

Item Description Default

| Xmin Ymin Zmin ] A vector containing the coordi- |-5-5-5]
nates of one corner ofthe display
volume.

[ Xmax Ymax Zmax ] A vector containing the coordi- [555]
nates of the opposite corner ofthe

display volume.   
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[ Xeye Yeye Zeye |

varl

var2

resl

res2

ptype  

A vector containing the coordi-
nates of the eye point.

First variable. Can be a name or
a list containing a name and two
real numbers to specify a domain.

Second variable. Can be a name
or a list containing a name and
two real numbers to specify a
domain.

First resolution. A real number

indicates uscr unit resolution,

while a binary integer indicates
total divisions.

Second resolution. A real num-

ber indicates user unit resolution,

while a binary integer indicates
total divisions.

Command name specifying the
plot type. Only FUNC3,
PCURV3, and PSURF3 arc sup-

ported by the Sparcom 3D
Graphics Environment.

[20-2020 ]

X" for FUNC3

'T' for PCURV3

'U' for PSURF3

'Y' for FUNC3

'V' for PSURF3

# 8d

FUNC3   
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DRAW3: Draw Plot (3D)

This command plots the equationin the reserved variable 'EQ' in PICT, using
the x-, y-, and z-axis display ranges specified by XRNG3, YRNG3, and ZRNG3

and (if specified) the variable domains specified by XDOM, YDOM, TDOM,
UDOM, or VDOM. When executed from the Sparcom PLOT3 menu, DRAW3

plots the equation and then enters the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment.
When executed from a program, DRAW3 plots the equation, but does not enter
the Sparcom3D Graphics Environment. DRAW3 does not erase PICT—to do

that, execute ERASE.

DRAW?3is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 Menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
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ERASE: Erase PICT

This command erases PICT,leaving a blank PICT ofthe same dimensions.

ERASEis located in the Sparcom PLOT3 Menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

  
 
 

Note(s)

This is a built-in HP 48SX command.
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EYE3: Eye Point (3D)

This command specifies the eye point for the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environ-
ment. This informationis stored in the global variable 'PPAR3" as the vector
[ Xeye Yeye Zeye |- The default eye point locationis [ 20 =20 20 ]. (For morein-

formation, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

EYE3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG Menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

  

Input Output

3: Xeye 3:

2: Yeye 2

1 Zeye 1

Example(s)

Input Output

50 -5050   
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FUNCS3: Function Plot Type (3D)

This command sets the plot type to FUNCS3 for the Sparcom 3D Graphics Envi-
ronment. This information is stored in the global variable 'PPAR3'". This is the
default plot type. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

FUNC3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

Entry Method(s)

 
Input Output
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PCURV3: Parametric Curve Plot Type (3D)

This command sets the plot type to PCURV3 for the Sparcom 3D Graphics En-
vironment. This information is stored in the global variable 'PPAR3". FUNC3
is the default plot type. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

PCURV3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
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PDIM: PICT Dimension

This command replaces PICT with a blank PICT ofthe specified dimensions.
PICT cannot be smaller than 131 pixels wide by 64 pixels high, nor larger than
2048 pixels wide.

PDIM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

2: width (binary integer) 2:

1: height (binary integer) 1:

Example(s)

Input Output
 

#262d # 128d [EPIIY    
 

Note(s)

This is a built-in HP 48SX command.
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P3URF3: Parametric Surface Plot Type (3D)

This command sets the plot type to PSURF3 for the Sparcom 3D Graphics En-

vironment. This information is stored in the global variable 'PPAR3'. FUNC3
is the default plot type. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

PSUREF3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 PTYPE menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
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STEQ: Store in EQ

This command stores an equation from the stack into the reserved variable 'EQ'
in the current directory. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

STEQ is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu (ifthe plot type is FUNC3)
and the enhanced Plot menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: expression, equation, or program 1:

Example(s)

Input Output
 

'SIN(X)' Exide
 

'Y=SIN(X)' SHiEe
 

« X SIN » Eaide   
 

Note(s)

This is a built-in HP 48SX command.
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STOX: Store x-Component in EQ

This command stores an equation fromthe stack as the x-component ofthe

equation in 'EQ’ (as the first itemin a list ofthree items) for 3D parametric
curves or surfaces. If 'EQ' does not exist or is not a list ofthree items, it is

overwritten and the y- and z-components are automatically initialized to 0. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

STOX is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu(ifthe plot type is
PCURV3 or PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

1: expression, equation, or program 1:

Example(s)

Input Output
 

'SIN(T)' EEHoX

'X=SIN(T)' EEEe

«TSIN » EileH
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STOY: Store y-Component in EQ

This command stores an equation from the stack as the y-component ofthe
equation in 'EQ’ (as the second itemin alist ofthree items) for 3D parametric
curves and surfaces. If 'EQ' does not exist or is not a list ofthree items, it is

overwritten and the x- and z-components are automatically initialized to 0. (For

more information, sece “More About 3D Plotting.”)

STOY is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu (if the plot type is

PCURV3 or PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

1: expression, cquation, or program 1:

Example(s)

Input Output
 

'COS(T)'

'Y=COS(T)' EiioM

«T COS » Falexi
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STOZ: Store z-Component in EQ

This command stores an equation from the stack as the z-component ofthe
equation in 'EQ' (as the third itemin a list ofthree items) for 3D parametric
curves and surfaces. If 'EQ' does not exist or is not a list of three items, it is

overwritten and the x- and y-components are automatically initialized to 0. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

STOZ is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 EQN menu(ifthe plot type is

PCURV3 or PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: expression, equation, or program 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

25T SileH

Z2=2*T" Flle¥4

«.2T™*» FileH   
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TDOM: t-Variable Domain

This command specifies the t-variable domainfor 3D parametric curves in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as tpin and tyax in the list { tyartmin tmax |, Which replaces

the name ty,;in 'PPAR3'if a t-variable domainis specified. The default t-vari-

able domainis unspecified and defaults to the x-axis display range, =5 to 5.
(For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

TDOM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu(itthe plot type is
PCURV3))

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    
 

Input Output

2: tmin 2:

1 tmax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output
 

—6.2831 6.2831 1bIeIY    
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TRES: t-Variable Resolution

This command specifies the resolution ofthe t-variable for 3D parametric

curves in the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in
the global variable 'PPAR3' as a binary integer or real number. A binary integer
specifies the number of parametric curve segments, while a real number speci-
fies the number of user units between plotted values ofthe t-variable. The de-
fault resolution is # 8d, which represents an 8-segment parametric curve. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

TRES is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot type is

 

 

   

 

 

 

PCURV?3).

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

1: tres (binary integer, real number) 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

#15d WSS

1 RES   
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TVAR: t-Variable Name

This command specities the name ofthe t-variable for 3D parametric curves in
the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as a name. The default t-variable is "T". (For more informa-

tion, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

TVAR is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (il the plot typeis
PCURV3).

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

11 tyar (name)
 

Exam ple(s)
 

Input Output
 

‘' VIR    
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UDOM: u-Variable Domain

This command specifies the u-variable domain for 3D parametric surfaces in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This informationis stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as upip and upy,x in the list { uy,r Umin Umax }» Which re-

places the name uyypin 'PPAR3' if a u-variable domain is specified. The default

u-variable domain is unspecified and defaults to the x-axis display range, =5 to
5. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

UDOM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot type is
PSURF3.)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

2: Umin 2:

1: upax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

0360 (P    
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URES: u-Variable Resolution

This command specifies the resolution ofthe u-variable for 3D parametric sur-
faces in the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This informationis stored in
the global variable 'PPAR3' as a binary integer or real number. A binary integer
specifies the number ofsteps ofthe u-variable, while a real number specifies the
number of user units between plotted values of the u-variable. The default reso-
lutionis # 8d, which represents a parametric surface with 8 steps ofthe u-vari-
able. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

URES is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu(ifthe plot type is

PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

   1: upeg (binary integer, real number) 1:
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

#15d
 

  1 WEES  
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UVAR: u-Variable Name

This command specifies the name ofthe u-variable for 3D parametric surlaces
in the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This informationis stored in the
global variable 'PPAR3' as a name. The default u-variable is 'U'. (For more in-

formation, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

UVAR is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (if the plot typeis
PSUREF?3).

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

1: uyyr (name)
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

'u' VYR  
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VBOX: Draw Viewing Box

This command draws the viewing box in PICT, using the x-, y-, and z-axis dis-
play ranges specifiecd by XRNG3, YRNG3, and ZRNG3.

VBOX is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 and 3D Graphics Environment menus.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
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VDOM: v-Variable Domain

This command specifies the v-variable domain for 3D parametric surfaces in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as vpip and viax in the list { Vyar Vimin Vmax > which re-

places the name vyyin PPAR3' if a v-variable domain is specified. The default

v-variable domainis unspecified and defaults to the y-axis display range, =5 to
5. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

VDOM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu(ifthe plot typeis
PSURF3.)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    
 

 

Input Output

2: Vimin 2:

1: Vinax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

-1.51.5   
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VRES: v-Variable Resolution

This command specifies the resolution of the v-variable for 3D parametric sur-
faces in the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in
the global variable 'PPAR3' as a binary integer or real number. A binary integer
specifies the number ofsteps of the v-variable, while a real number specities the
number ofuser units between plotted values ofthe v-variable. The default reso-

lution is # 8d, which represents a parametric surface with 8 steps of the v-vari-
able. (For more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

VRES is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (if the plot type is
PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

1: vieg (binary integer, real number) 1:    
Example(s)
 

Input Output
 

#15d
 

1 YEEN    
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VVAR: v-Variable Name

This command specifies the name of the v-variable for 3D parametric surlaces
in the Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the
global variable 'PPAR3' as a name. The default v-variable is 'V'. (For more in-
formation, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

VVAR is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (if the plot type is
PSURF3).

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

1: vyar (name)  
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

V' VAR    
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XDOM: x-Variable Domain

This command specifies the x-variable domain for 3D functions in the Sparcom
3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global variable
'PPAR3' as Xmin and Xmax in the list { Xvar Xmin Xmax }» Which replaces the

name Xyurin 'PPAR3" if a x-variable domainis specilied. The default x-variable

domainis unspecified and defaults to the x-axis display range, -5 to 5. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

XDOM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot typeis

 

 

    
 

 

FUNC3.)

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

2: Xmin 2:

1: Xmax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

-3 3 Ko    
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XRES: x-Variable Resolution

This command specifies the resolution ofthe x-variable for 3D functions in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as a binary integer or real number. A binary integer specifies
the number ofgrid lines along the x-axis, while a real number specilies the
number of user units between grid lines along the x-axis. The default resolution

is # 8d, whichrepresents a function with 8 grid lines along the x-axis. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

XRES is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot type is
FUNC3).

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

   1: Xpeg (binary integer, real number) 1:
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

#15d EGEIES

1
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XRNG3: x-Axis Display Range (3D)

This command specifies the x-axis display range for the Sparcom 3D Graphics
Environment. This information is stored in the global variable 'PPAR3" as xpip

and X,y in the vectors [ Xmin Ymin Zmin ] a0d [ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- These two
vectors specity the coordinates of two opposite corners ofthe display volume.
The default x-axis display range is -5 to 5. (For more information, sce “More

About 3D Plotting.”)

XRNG3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    
 

 

 

Input Output

2: Xmin 2:

1: Xmax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

=55    
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XVAR: x-Variable Name

This command specifies the name of the x-variable for 3D [unctions in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as a name. The default x-variable is 'X'. (For more informa-
tion, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

XVARis located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (if the plot typeis
FUNC3).

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

1: Xyar (name)   
Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

'x' EAINZ]  
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XYPRJ: Draw xy-Plane Projection

This command draws the xy-plane projection in PICT, using the x-, y-, and z-

axis display ranges specified by XRNG3, YRNG3, and ZRNG3.

XYPRIJ is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 and 3D Graphics Environment
menus.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
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YDOM: y-Variable Domain

This command specifies the y-variable domain for 3D functions in the Sparcom
3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global variable
'PPAR3' as ymin and ymax in the list { Yyar Ymin Ymax }» Which replaces the

name yyarin PPAR3' ifa y-variable domain is specified. The default y-variable

domainis unspecified and defaults to the y-axis display range, =5 to 5. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

YDOM is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot typeis
FUNC3.)

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

2: Ymin 2:

1: Ymax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

-33    
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YRES: y-Variable Resolution

This command specifies the resolution ofthe y-variable for 3D functions in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as a binary integer or real number. A binary integer specifies
the number ofgrid lines along the y-axis, while a real number specifies the
number ofuser units between grid lines along the y-axis. The default resolution
is # 8d, which represents a function with 8 grid lines along the y-axis. (For
more information, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

YRESis located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (ifthe plot typeis
FUNC?3).

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

  1: yreg (binary integer, real number) 1:
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

#15d
 

1 MRS   
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YRNG3: y-Axis Display Range (3D)

This command specifies the y-axis display range for the Sparcom 3D Graphics

Environment. This informationis stored in the global variable 'PPAR3" as vi,in

and yppax in the vectors [ Xpmin Ymin Zmin | a0d [ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- These two

vectors specify the coordinates of two opposite corners of the display volume.

The default y-axis display range is =5 to 5. (For more information, see “More
About 3D Plotting.”)

YRNG3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

Input Output

2 Ymin 2

1t Ymax L:

Example(s)

Input Output

=55   
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YVAR: y-Variable Name

This command specifies the name ofthe y-variable for 3D functions in the
Sparcom 3D Graphics Environment. This information is stored in the global
variable 'PPAR3' as a name. The default y-variable is "Y', (For more informa-

tion, see “More About 3D Plotting.”)

YVAR is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 VAR menu (it the plot typeis
FUNC3).

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: yyar (name) 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

'y'    
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ZRNG3: z-Axis Display Range (3D)

This command specifies the z-axis display range for the Sparcom 3D Graphics
Environment. This informationis stored in the global variable 'PPAR3" as 7,

and zpax in the vectors [ Xmin Ymin Zmin | a0d [ Xmax Ymax Zmax |- These two
vectors specify the coordinates of two opposite corners ofthe display volume.
The default z-axis display range is =5 to 5. (For more information, sce “More
About 3D Plotting.”)

ZRNG3 is located in the Sparcom PLOT3 RNG menu.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

Input Output

2: Zmin 2:

1: Zmax 1:

Example(s)

Input Output

=S5   
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Chapter 13

Differential Equations Plotting

Differential equations plotting is accomplished with numerical approximation
routines utilizing different variations of Euler’s Method and the 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method. A slope field routine is also included, to help you visual-
ize multiple solution curves.

This chapter covers:

Using Differential Equations Plotting
DIFEQ: Sparcom DIFEQ Menu
EULER: Euler’s Method
EMID: Euler’s Method (Midpoint)
EMOD: Modified Euler’s Method
RK4: Runge-Kutta Method (4th-Order)
SLPFD: Slope Fieldo

o
o
u
o
o

 

Using Differential Equations Plotting

The Sparcom DIFEQ menu is accessible fromthe Plotting Toolkit. To get to
the Plotting Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press (][] to display all libraries available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press XMW to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

© Press the fourth softkey, [EWeMM , to display the Plotting Toolkit menu:

 

 

    

  

HOME }
 

  
{
4

3
28
1:
PLOT2]PLOTI|0IFER SKF2GKF3PEEY

At this point, press BINES® to display the Sparcom DIFEQ menu.
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DIFEQ: Sparcom DIFEQ Menu

The Sparcom DIFEQ menu plots numerical approximations and slope ficlds for

derivatives. The HP 48SX PLOTR menu or the Sparcom PLOT2 menu are
used to specify the 2D plot parameters, so you should familiarize yourself with
Chapter 11, “2D Plotting.”

Using the Sparcom DIFEQ Menu

There are two ways to access the Sparcom DIFEQ menu from the stack:

O Press [®][F0] to display the enhanced Plot menu and press BINEE® to
display the Sparcom DIFEQ menu. (The Sparcom Plotting Keys must
be installed and User mode must be turned on. For more information,

see “PKEY: SparcomPlotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

(0 Press (@]] (oF:Xae1¥] (WexE BXNAH@ (0 display the DIFEQ menu.

There is one way to access the DIFEQ menu from the interactive menus:

() Press [&q](] FXWAY GFXMY t0 access the Main menu, movethe

pointer to “Plotting: Diff. Eqns.,” press ENIEY| to display the information

screen about differential equation plotting, and press [F1 to display the
Sparcom DIFEQ menu. (This will automatically install the Sparcom
Plotting Keys and turn on User mode. For more information, see

“PKEY: Sparcom Plotting Keys” in Chapter 10.)

The Sparcom DIFEQ menu is summarized below.

Sparcom DIFEQ Menu Operations
 

 

Screen Softkeys

Sparcom EVIN) [EVe) EICE ENIEY

DIFEQ Menu
 

 

Key Description
 

EULER Graphs Euler’s method applied to dy/dx.

=) Graphs Euler’s method (midpoint) applied to dy/dx.

[EMOD) Graphs the modified Euler’s method applied to dy/dx.

|_RK4 Graphs the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method applied to dy/dx.

ISLPF Graphs the slopefield ofdy/dx.    
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EULER: Euler’s Method

This command graphs the results of Euler’s Method as applied to dy/dx in terms
of X, y, or x and y. Euler’s Method is defined by these equations:

% = f'(x,y), initial condition f(x,) =y,

X, =xg+nh, n=01,2,..,N, lisslepsize

Yne1 =¥Yn t /If,(/\'" ’yn)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

  

Input Output

3: derivative, dy/dx 3:

2: initial condition, (xq, yg) 2:

1: stepsize, h (real) 1: 
 

Example(s)

. L dy .
Plot the solution curve ofthe initial value problem l_ = f'(x,y) = ysin(3x),

dx
initial condition f(0) =1, with a stepsize /1 =.2. To do this, follow these steps:

O Set the 2D plot parameters. To dothis, press [P to display the PLOTR
or PLOT2 menu. Then type 0 [s<] 4 E4EINE toset the x-range to 0—4 and

type 0 [5c] 2 MEIME to set the y-range to 0-2. Press Ez¥¥3 to crase PICT.

®  Enter the derivative "Y*SIN(3*X)' by typing [J[e] Y [xs 3 [+J[] X
ENIER|. Inecessary, press [€1]Fag) 1o set Radians mode.

Enter the initial condition (0,1) by typing (&[] 0 (&)] 1 EvieR|.

Enter the stepsize .2 by typing .2 ENIER].

If necessary, press [to returnto the Sparcom DIFEQ menuand press
SVIME3 to plot the solution curve:
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® Press [T when you have finished viewing the plot.
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EMID: Euler’s Method (Midpoint)

This command graphs the results of Euler’s Method as applied to dy/dx in terms

of X, y,orx and y. Euler’s Method (Midpoint) is defined by these equations:

 

 

d
d_y = f'(x,y), initial condition f(x,) =y,»

X, =xg+nh, n=0,12,..N, hisstepsize

. h
Yner =Vn /l/ (Xn + ;,_V,,)

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

3: derivative, dy/dx 3:

2: initial condition, (xq, y() 2:

1: stepsize, h (real) 1:   
 

Example(s)

Sce “EULER: Euler’s Method” for an example.
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EMOD: Modified Euler’s Method

This command graphs the results of Euler’s Method as applied to dy/dx in terms
of x, y, or x and y. Modified Euler’s Method is defined by these equations:

% = f'(x,y), initial condition f(x,) =y,

X, =xo+nh, n=0,1,2,....N, hisstepsize

+ /I./.,('X’l 7.yll ) + /I-/I("-/l + /"VVH )

 

 

   
 

Yne1 = Yn 2

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

3: derivative, dy/dx 3:

2: initial condition, (xq, Y0) 2:

1: stepsize, h (real) 1:

Example(s)

See “EULER: Euler’s Method” for an example.
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RK4: Runge-Kutta Method (4th-Order)

This command graphs the results of the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method as ap-
plied to dy/dx in terms of x, y, or x and y. The 4th-order Runge-Kutta method
is defined by these equations:

d - -
d—y = f'(x,y), initial condition f(xy) =y,
x

X, =xg+nh, n=0,1,2,...N, lisstepsize

k] = /If,(.\'“ ’.Vu)

/ k
2= /lfl(_\'” + '7yu + —l)27"

Il k'a
ky=hf'(x, +— —=3 lf(‘u+2>.yn+ 2)

ky=hf'(x,+,y, +k3)

 

 

    

ky ky ks ky 5
=y, +—+—=+—+—+0(IYusl Yu 6 3 3 6 ( )

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

3: derivative, dy/dx 3:

2: initial condition, (x(, y0) 2:

1: stepsize, h (real) 1:

Example(s)

See “EULER: Euler’s Mcthod” for an example.
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SLPFD: Slope Field

This command plots a set of small line segments of appropriate slope at speci-
fied lattice points, given dy/dx in terms of X, y, or x and y.

Lattice Dimensions

The default lattice structure is 12 horizontal lattice points, 6 vertical lattice

points, and slope field lines 70% of the width ofthe lattice squares. You can
override these default values by storing a list of three values in the global vari-
able 'Lattice'—for example, storing { 12 6.7 } would be identical to the default,
while storing { 10 10 .5 } would create a 10 x 10 lattice grid withslope ficld
lines S0% of the width ofthe lattice squares. The first two values in 'Lattice’
must be positive integers, while the third value should range trom .1 (10%) up
to 1 (100%)to control the length oftheslopefield lines. To return to the default
lattice structure, simply purge 'Lattice’, using the command PURGE.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

1: derivative, dy/dx 1:    

Example(s)

Overlay a 10 x 10 x .5 lattice slopefield on the solution curve plotted in the

d
EULER example for the cquation d_y = ['(x,y) = ysin(3x). To dothis, followv

these steps:

© If necessary, set the 2D plot parameters. To do this, press [P0 to dis-

play the PLOTR or PLOT2 menu. Thentype 0 [s| 4 KGEINE toset the x-

range to 04 and type 0 [5<] 2 to set the y-range to 0-2.

® Specify the customlattice dimensions by typing (&[] 10 [s<] 10 [s<] .5

ENIER] to put the list { 10 10.5 } onthe stack. Then type [J{/J[/] L
(=]attice ENER)(5T9) to store the list into the global variable 'Lattice’
(nameis case-sensitive).

©® Enter the derivative Y*SIN(3*X)' by typing Ce] Ys3eX

ENTER. If necessary, press [&]Fa0 to set Radians mode.
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® If necessary,press []#¥ to returnto the Sparcom DIFEQ menu and press

to draw the slope field:
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® Press [{1§ when you have finished viewing theplot.
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Chapter 14

Vector Toolkit

The Vector Toolkit organizes 25 ofthe programmable commands in the
Calculus Pac into one menu for easy access from the stack. All of the com-
mands are used to manipulate symbolic vectors.

This chapter covers:

0
0

j
v
u
r
o
r
o
u
r
d
u
r
o
d

o
o

Using the Vector Toolkit
What is a Symbolic Vector?

VKEY: Sparcom Vector Keys
SIMPL: Simplifying Symbolic Results
VUNIT: Unit Vector

VCROS: Cross Product

VDOT: Dot Product

VABS: Vector Length (Norm)
GRD: Gradient

DIV: Divergence

CURL: Curl

LAPL: Laplacian

V1OP: Unary Vector Operation
V20OP: Binary Vector Operation
V+: Vector Addition

V—: Vector Subtraction

V*: Vector Multiplication
V/: Vector Division

VDER: Vector Derivative

VINT: Vector Integral
SV—-: Vector to Stack

—SV2: Stack to 2-Element Vector

—SV3: Stack to 3-Element Vector

VEVAL: Vector Evaluate

V—-Q: Vector to Quotient

V-NUM: Vector Evaluate to Number

VNEG: Vector Negate
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Using the Vector Toolkit

To get to the Vector Toolkit, follow these steps:

© Press [&] [to display all librarics available to your HP 48SX.

® Find and press [(FXHe[¥] to display the Calculus Pac Library menu.

©® Press the fifth softkey, MIE@ , to display the Vector Toolkit menu:

 

 

  [VEEV [SIMPLIVUNIT[UCROS]v0OTYAES

The Vector Toolkit menulists the 25 programmable commands used to manipu-
late symbolic vectors.

Vector Toolkit Operations

 

 

Screen Softkeys

Vector VKEYRES MP VCROSEVDOT]

Toolkit He:DE EPIRA OPIEEV?2 OP

VDIE VAN

EEN [V-Q JV-NU
I IS IN    
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What is a Symbolic Vector?

The HP 48SX supports both real and complex vectors, but not symbolic vectors.
An example of a real vector is [ 1 2 3 ], while an example of a complex vector is
[(0,1) (1,2) ]. However, the object [ X Y Z ] is not allowed by the HP 48SX.
The Calculus Pac circumvents this by treating lists as symbolic vectors. An ex-
ample of such a list vector is { X Y Z }. Hereafter, when the term vector is

used, it refers to either a real vector, a complex vector, or a list vector. To be

considered a vector, an object must satisfy the following criteria:

©® A vector can be a real or complex array of one dimension. This eliminates
matrices,suchas [ [ 12 ][ 3 4] ], which has more than one dimension.
The term two-dimensional vectorrefers to a vector with two elements, such

as[12]

® A vector can bea list ofitems without further sub-lists, such as { XY } or
{1234}, butnot { { XY } {WZ} }. The latter might be a symbolic
matrix, but symbolic matrices are not used or supported by the HP 48SX or
the Calculus Pac.

® A vector must always contain at least one element. Therelore, the empty
objects [ ] and { } are invalid vectors.

® A vector is made up ofscalar components, where a scalar is a real number,
complex number, global name, local name, symbolic expression, or unit
object. Scalar components can be mixed in a vector, but if any olthe com-
ponents are not real numbers or complex numbers, then the vector must be a
list vector, such as { XY } or { 1(2,3) Z 'SIN(X)' 120_f1 }; otherwise, if all

of the components are real numbers, the vector may be either a real vector
or alist vector, suchas [ 1 2 Jor { 12 }; if all the components ofa vector
are complex numbers, the vector may be either a complex vector or a list
vector, such as [ (3,4) (5,6) | or { (3,4) (5,0) }.

All commands in the Vector Toolkit accept vectors that satisfy these criteria.
Vector Toolkit commands will return results as real or complex vectorsif possi-
ble, or as list vectors if not possible. For example, adding {123 }to {456}
will return [ 579 |, butadding { 12 } to { X Y } will return { '1+X"'2+4Y"' }.
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VKEY: Sparcom Vector Keys

This command installs or removes the Sparcom Vector Keys. The Sparcom
Vector Keys are designed to support symbolic vector operations in a transparent
fashion, without inhibiting normal use of your HP 48SX.

If the Sparcom Vector Keys are not installed, executing VKEY will install them,

overwriting any user-key assignments for [+, (=], &, (=], (=), =[],

to place your HP 48SX into User mode. (For more information, see Chapter 15

of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Customizing the Calculator.”) A brief mes-
sage will be shownto indicate the Sparcom Vector Keys have been installed.

If the Sparcom Vector Keys are installed, executing VKEY will delete the user-
key assignments for [+, (=],],=], [o], (=), Ewd, [=](=a], [fw,

[=z0], [m](%0], and [7], and clear flag 60 (User Mode) to remove your HP
48SX from User mode. A brief message will be shownto indicate the Sparcom
Vector Keys have been removed.

When the Sparcom Vector Keys are installed and your HP 48SX is in User
Mode, certain keys on your HP 48SX keyboard will be re-defined as follows:

Sparcom Vector Keys
  

  

Key Action Key Action

o v+ [k v-Q
= V- o V-NUM
[x] v A VNEG

= v/ [z2) SV
=] VDER ~SV2

I VINT pl=] SV
[ VEVAL -SV3        

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
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Note(s)

When the Sparcom Vector Keys are installed, you will not be able to interac-
tively edit the list of user-key assignments returned by RCLKEYS. Thisis be-
cause the objects assigned to keys 95.1, 85.1, 75.1, 65.1, 41.3, 42.3, 33.1, 33.2,

33.3,53.2,53.3, and 52.1 are system RPL objects and your HP 48SX cannot edit
them directly. If you wish to edit the list ofuser-key assignments, you must ci-
therfirst remove the Sparcom Vector Keys or you must use commands such as
REPL or the Interactive Stack to indirectly edit the list without placing it on the
command line. If you accidentally attempt to interactively edit the list of user-
key assignments when the Sparcom Vector Keys are installed, you will have to

press [0N]—C to abort the editing operation and returnto the stack. (Pressing

[on]—C will not damage user memory, but it will clear the stack and return to the
HOMEdirectory.)

The Calculus Pac must be installed in your HP 48SX for the Sparcom Vector

Keys to work correctly. If you remove the Calculus Pac while the Sparcom
Vector Keys are installed and your HP 485X is in User mode, the re-defined

keys will behave as if the Sparcom Vector Keys were not installed. Uponre-in-
stalling the Calculus Pac and re-entering User mode, the re-defined keys will re-
sume their customized functions.

Whenthe Sparcom Vector Keys are installed and your HP 48SX is in User

mode, the following keys will behaveslightly differently than normal:

a BJ will not concatenate twolists, but will attempt to add them ele-

ment-wise. Also, [+ will not append or prepend an object toa list, but
will attemptto add the object to each element ofthe list. (For morein-
formation, see “V+: Vector Addition.”) To concatenate twolists or to

append or prepend an object to a list, press [[+JENIER] to execute
the normal + command.

 

0 [=lz=] will no longer assemble or disassemble complex numbers

when flag —19 (Complex Mode Flag) is sct. Instead, [&q)[20] will al-

ways assemble two real numbers or two complex numbers into a vec-

tor. (For more information, see “—~SV2: Stack to 2-Element Vector.”)

[ will not disassemble and evaluate a list, but will attempt to cvalu-

ate it element-wise. (For more information, see “VEVAL: Vector

Evaluate.”) To disassemble and evaluate a list, press =][Ewd) Enrer]

to execute the normal EVAL command.

L
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SIMPL: Symbolic Simplification

See “SIMPL: Symbolic Simplification” in Chapter 8.
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VUNIT: Unit Vector

This command normalizes a vector to unit length, where unit lengthis deter-
mined by dividing the vector element-wise by its length (norm).

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: vector 1: unit vector

Example(s)

Input Output

[43] [.8.6]

{XYZ} { XNV(X*X+Y*Y+Z*Z)'
YNX*X+Y*Y+Z*Z)
ZNX*X+Y*Y+Z*Z)" }   
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VCROS: Cross Product

This command returns the cross product of two three-dimensional vectors as a
three-dimensional vector. VCROS is a superset of CROSS, extended to support
symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

 

    

Input Output

2: three-dimensional vector 2:

1: three-dimensional vector 1: cross product

Example(s)

Input Output

{XYZ}{XYZ} WLIeN [000]

{XYZ}[1210] M=o {"Y*10-2*Z""Z-10*X" 'X*2-Y" }
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VDOT: Dot Product

This command returns the numeric or symbolic dot product of two vectors of

cqual size. VDOT is a superset of DOT, extended to support symbolic vectors,
but not symbolic matrices.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

2:vector 1

1: vector 2 (of same dimension) 
2:

1: dot product   
 

 

  
Example(s)

Input Output

{123}[456 | Ve 32

{WXYZ} {9871} Mexi W9+X*8+Y*7+Z'   
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VABS: Vector Length (Norm)

This command returns the length of a vector, which is the square root ofthe sum
ofthe squares ofthe elements. VABS is a supersct of ABS, extended to support
symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

 

    

Input Output

1: vector 1: vector length

Example(s)

Input Output

[123] 3.74165738677

{XYZ} VX*X+Y*Y+Z+2)'
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GRD: Gradient

This command returns the gradient of a scalar as a three-dimensional vector.
The result returned depends on the coordinate modesetting ofthe HP 48SX—
rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical. (For more information about coordinate

modes, see Chapter 12 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Vectors.”)

Coordinate Variables

For the purpose of taking derivatives, the default coordinates are { XY Z } for
rectangular mode, { RT Z } for cylindrical mode, and { R T P } for spherical

mode. You can override these default coordinates by storing a list of six names
in the global variable 'Coords'—for example, storing { XY Z R T P } would be
identical to the default, while storing { x y z p 0 ¢ } might be an alternative. [If
any ofthe coordinate variables exist in the current or parent directories, they

will be evaluated to numbers in the result, so you may wish to purge the coordi-
nate variables before executing this command. To return to the default coordi-
nate variables, simply purge 'Coords', using the command PURGE.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1t scalar 1: gradient (three-dimensional vec-

tor)

Example(s)

Input Output

10 We:nm [000]

'X*Y' NN {YXO0)

cR*T*Z' m { IT:(:ZI IZI .R$T, }     
Note(s)

Second example uses XYZ mode.

Third example uses R«Z (cylindrical) mode. Apply 1o result.

All examples use default coordinate variables of { X YZ R TP }.
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DIV: Divergence

This command returns the divergence of a three-dimensional vector as a scalar.
The result returned depends onthe coordinate mode setting of the HP 48SX—
rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical. (For more information about coordinate
modes, see Chapter 12 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Vectors.”)

Coordinate Variables

See “GRD: Gradient.”

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

1: three-dimensional vector 1: divergence
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

(XYZ} moInm 3
   {RTZ} 3+INV(R)'  
 

Note(s)

Second example uses XYZ mode.

Third example uses R«Z (cylindrical) mode. Apply SXIVIEN to result.

All examples use default coordinate variables of { X YZRTP }.
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CURL: Curl

This command returns the curl ofa three-dimensional vector as a three-dimen-
sional vector. The result returned depends on the coordinate modesetting ofthe
HP 48SX—rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical. (For more information about
coordinate modes, see Chapter 12 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual, “Vectors.”)

Coordinate Variables

See “GRD: Gradient.”

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: three-dimensional vector 1: curl (three-dimensional vector)

Example(s)

Input Output

[123] [000]

{XYZ)} ov:m [000]

{'R*T"'T*Z' 'R*Z' } {'-T"'-Z""-1+INV(R)*T*Z' }    
 

Note(s)

Third example uses R«Z (cylindrical) mode. Apply toresult.

All examples use default coordinate variables of { X YZ RTP }.
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LAPL: Laplacian

This command returns the Laplacian ofa scalar as a scalar. ([W:N2M can be ap-
plied to a vector element-wise using WAK®Id.) The result returned depends on the
coordinate mode setting of the HP 48SX—rectangular, cylindrical, or spherical.
(For more information about coordinate modes, sce Chapter 12 ofthe HP 485X
Owner’s Manual, “Vectors.”)

Coordinate Variables

See “GRD: Gradient.”

Entry Method(s)

 

 

    

 

 

 

Input Output

1: scalar 1: Laplacian

Example(s)

Input Output

10 0

'R*2*0"2*9p"2' 2*COS(0)/SIN(0)*0*¢p"2+2*
SIN(0)"-2*0"2+6*0"2* ¢2+2*¢p"2'     

Note(s)

Second example uses Radians mode, R«« (spherical) mode, and custom coordi-

nate variables { X Y ZR 0 ¢ }. (Enter 0 by [(=] Fand ¢ by [/ O (=] 9).
Apply to result.
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V10P: Unary Vector Operation

This command applies a unary operation to a single vector element-wise. The
operation should take one argument and return one argument, which will bein-
serted into the appropriate place in the result vector. Any valid operationis al-

lowed—Ilist, program, command, or other object—provided it takes exactly one
argument from the stack and returns exactly one argument to the stack.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

2: vector

 1: operation (list,program, command)  
2:

1: result vector  
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output
 

{123} {SQ} vAReIz [149]
 

{—-1—4403}<<2>» m  [00101]  
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V20P: Binary Vector Operation

This command applies a binary operation to two vectors element-wise. The op-
eration should take two arguments and return one argument, which will be in-
serted into the appropriate place in the result vector. Any valid operationis al-
lowed—Ilist, program, command, or other object—provided it takes exactly two
arguments from the stack and returns exactly one argument to the stack.

 

 

Entry Method(s)

Input Output

3:vector 1 3:

2: vector 2 2:

1: operation(list,program, command) 1: result vector
 

Example(s)

 

Input Output

{123}[456]{+} vAe= [579]

{ABC}{DEF} «*» VHEeR {'A*D''B*E' 'C*F' }

 

    
 

Note(s)

First example is equivalent to IVEE.
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V+: Vector Addition

This command adds a scalar or vector to another vector element-wise. V+ is a

superset of +, extended to support interactions between symbolic vectors and
scalars. V+ does not concatenate twolists (as does +), but rather attempts to add
them element-wise. V+ does not append or prepend an object to a list (as does
+), but rather attempts to add the object to each clement ofthe list. (For more

information, see “VKEY: Sparcom Vector Keys.”)

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

sion) 
2: scalar or vector

1: scalar or vector (of same dimen-

2:

1: result vector

  
 

Example(s)
 

Input Output
 

[123]{XYZ)} mEm {1+X24Y 342" )
 

3(XY ) mem {"'3+X''3+Y" }
 

(XY }3 mzm {'X+43"'Y+3"}
  {10_ft1 h} {12in10_s}  {132_in 3610s }  
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V-: Vector Subtraction

This command subtracts a scalar or vector from another vector or scalar ele-
ment-wise. V—is a superset of —, extended to support interactions between
symbolic vectors and scalars.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

2: scalar or vector 2:

1: scalar or vector (of same dimen- 1: result vector

sion)

Example(s)

Input Output

[123]{XYZ} WaR {"1-X""2-Y"''3-2"}

3{XY} mam {'3-X""3-Y'}

{XY}3 mem {'X-3""Y-3"}   
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V*: Vector Multiplication

This command multiplies a scalar or vector to another vector element-wise. V*
is a superset of *, extended to support interactions between symbolic vectors

and scalars, except that V* is meaningless for two vectors.

Entry Method(s)
 

Input Output
 

2: scalar or vector

1: scalar or vector 
2:

1: result vector   
 

 

  
Example(s)

Input Output

[123]3 [369]

3{(XY} {'3%X' '35y}   
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V/: Vector Division

This command divides a scalar or vector into another vector element-wise. V/is
a superset of/, extended to support interactions between symbolic vectors and
scalars, except that V/ is meaningless for two vectors.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

2: scalar or vector 2:

1: scalar or vector 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output

[369]3 mmm [123]

3{XY} mam {'3/X"'3/Y" }    
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VDER: Vector Derivative

This command differentiates a vector element-wise with respect to the specified
variable. VDER is a superset of9, extended to support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

Input Output
 

2: vector

1: variable (namc) 
2:

1: result vector   
 

 

 

 

Example(s)

Input Output

[123]'X' WbHER (000]

{2*¥X"X*Y' } X {2Y}  
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VINT: Vector Integral

This command integrates a vector element-wise with respect to the specified
variable and over the specified interval. VINT is a superset of [, extended to

support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

Input Output

4: interval start (scalar) 4:

3: interval end (scalar) 3:

2: vector 2:

1: variable (name) 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output
 

0 '’ { 'SIN(X)"'COS(X)' } 'X' WANMA [20 ]   
 

Note(s)

Example uses Radians mode.
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SV-: Vector to Stack

This command disassembles a vector. SV— is a superset of V—, extended to
support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

 

   

Input Output

N: N: scalar 1

1: n-dimensional vector 1: scalar N

Example(s)

Input Output

[123] ESVENE 123

{XY} XY  
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—SV2: Stack to 2-Element Vector

This command assembles a two-dimensional vector. »SV2 is a superset of
—V2, extended to support symbolic vectors. —SV2 does not distinguish among
XYZ, R¢Z, and R <« modes when assembling a symbolic vector. — SV2 does
not assemble a complex number when flag —19 (Complex Mode Flag)is sct; it

always assembles a vector. (For more information, see “VKEY: Sparcom
Vector Keys.”)

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

input Output

2: scalar 1 2:

1: scalar 2 1: two-dimensional vector

Example(s)

Input Output

XY {XY}

12 EFYA [12]    
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—SV3: Stack to 3-Element Vector

This command assembles a three-dimensional vector. —SV3 is a superset of
—V3, extended to support symbolic vectors. —»SV3 does not distinguish among

XYZ, R¢Z, and R «« modes when assembling a symbolic vector.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

3:scalar 1 3:

2: scalar 2 2:

1: scalar 3 1: three-dimensional vector

Example(s)

Input Output

'X''Y''Z' ERYA {XYZ}

123 esvA [123]   
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VEVAL.: Vector Evaluate

This command evaluates a vector element-wise. VEVAL is a superset of
EVAL, extended to support symbolic vectors. VEVAL does not disassemble
and evaluate a list (as does EVAL), but rather attempts to evaluate it element-
wise.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    

 

 

 

Input Output

1: vector 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output

{"1+2' 243"} |35]

{XYZ} i See Note(s)    
Note(s)

The result of the second example will depend on the contents ofthe global vari-
ables X, Y, and Z. If none of them exist, the result will be { XY Z }; otherwise,

the result will vary.
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V—-Q: Vector to Quotient

This command converts a vector to a rational form element-wise. V—-Q is a su-

perset of = Q, extended to support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

 

 

    

Input Output

1: vector 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output

[1.54.8 ] mEeE {'3/2'24/5"}
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V—-NUM: Vector Evaluate to Number

This command evaluates a vector into a numerical result element-wise.

V—NUM is a superset of =NUM, extended to support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)

 

 

 

 

 

 

Input Output

1: vector 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output

{'142'2+3'} VAN [35]

{XYZ} See Note(s)    
 

Note(s)

The result of the second example will depend on the contents ofthe global vari-
ables X, Y, and Z. If none ofthem exist, the result will be { XY Z }; othenwise,

the result will vary.
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VNEG: Vector Negate

This command changes the sign of a vector clement-wise. VNEG is a supersct
of NEG, extended to support symbolic vectors.

Entry Method(s)
 

 

    

 

 

    

Input Output

1: vector 1: result vector

Example(s)

Input Output

[123] WN=E [-1-2-3]

(XY} VIN=S {(=X""-Y'}
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Appendix A

Warranty and Service

 

Pocket Professional ™ Support

You can get answers to your questions about using your Pocket Professional ™
Pac from Sparcom. If you don’t find the information in this manual or in the HP
48SX Owner’s Manual, contact us in one of the following ways:

® E-Mail

From Internet: support@sparcom.com
From Compuserve: >Internet:support@sparcom.com

From FidoNet: To:support@sparcom.com

® Standard Mail

Sparcom Corporation
897 NW Grant Avenue

Corvallis, OR 97330
Attn: Technical Support Department

® Telephone

(503) 757-8416

9 a.m. =5 p.m. Pacific Standard Time

O FAX

(503) 753-7821
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Limited One-Year Warranty

What is Covered

A Pocket Professional™ Pacis warranted by Sparcom Corporation against de-
fects in material and workmanship for one vear fromthe date oforiginal pur-
chase. If you sell your application card or give it as a gift, the warranty is auto-

matically transferred to the new owner and remains in effect for the original
one-year period. During the warranty period, we will repair or replace (at no

charge) a product that proves to be defective, provided you return the product
and proofof purchase, shipping prepaid, to Sparcom.

What is Not Covered

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by accident or

misuse or as the result of service or modification by any entity other than Spar-
com Corporation.

No other warranty is given. The repair or replacement ol a product is your ex-
clusive remedy. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANT-
ABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE ONE-YEAR DURATION OF
THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. IN NO EVENT SHALL SPARCOM
CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of manu-
facture. Sparcomshall have no obligation to modily or update products, once
sold.

 

If the Application Card Requires Service

Sparcom will repair an application card, or replace it with the same model or
one of equal or better functionality, whether it is under warranty or not.

Service Charge

There is a fixed charge for standard out-of-warranty repairs. This charge is sub-
ject to the customer’s local sales or value-added tax, wherever applicable.
Application cards damaged by accident or misuse are not covered by fixed

charges. These charges are individually determined based on time and material.
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Shipping Instructions

If your application card requires service,ship it to the above address and:

o

o

Include your return address and a description ofthe problem.

Include a proof ofpurchase date if the warranty has not expired.

Include a purchase order, along with a check or credit card number and ex-
piration date (VISA or MasterCard), to cover the standard repair charge.

Ship your application card, postage prepaid, in protective packaging ade-
quate to prevent damage. Shipping damage is not covered by the warranty,
so insuring the shipment is recommended.

Application cards are usually serviced and re-shipped within five working days.

 

Environmental Limits

The reliability of an application card depends upon the following temperature

and bumidity limits:

o

o

o

Operating Temperature: 0 to 45° C (32 10 113° F).

Storage Temperature: =20 to 60° C (-4 to 140° F).

Operating and Storage Humidity: 90%rclative humidity at 40° C (104° F)

maximum.
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Appendix B

Piecewise Functions

This appendix describes in detail the entry and syntax ofpiccewise functions.
(For more information, see “Entering a Piecewise Function” in Chapter 2.)

 

What is a Piecewise Function?

Piecewise functions are functions that take on different functional forms

(expressions) over different regions ofthe independent variable (regions):

expression 1l region 1
f(x)= {

expression2  region 2

The HP 48SX supports these types ol functions by means ofthe IFTE com-
mand:

f(x)=1FTE(region I, expression 1, expression 2)

(For more information about IFTE, see Chapter 26 of the HP 48SX Owner’s
Manual, “Tests and Conditional Structures.”)

The Calculus Pac enables youto casily enter piecewise tunctions by a sequence
of interactive prompts.

The input at each prompt defines a single termin the piccewise function and re-

quires two arguments: an expression and a region. The sequence of prompts is
terminated by pressing Exier) with a blank command line, and the piccewise func-

tionis then created.

The result will be an equation describing the piecewise function by means of
nested IFTE commands. If PWISE was executed from the interactive menus,

the result will be displayed in a result screen; otherwise, it PWISE was executed
from the stack, the result will be returned to level 1.
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Entry Rules

There are a few rules that must be followed to correctly specify pieccewise func-
tions:

o

208

Use == in place of =. The HP 48SX uses the = operator only for assigning
variables, while the == command is used to check for equality. Therefore,

the region x =0 should be entered as 'X==0". See Example 1.

To make a section of a piccewise function undefined, press] to
enter UNDEFINEDas the expression for the term, along withthe corre-

sponding region. An UNDEFINED term will automatically be appended to
complete all one-termpiecewise functions. (Note: UNDEFINED is simply
a global name that presumably does not exist in user memory and will
therefore remain unevaluated when plotting.) See Example 2.

Always specify terms in the function in order ofincreasing regions. For ex-
ample, specify the term for the region x < =3 before the term for the region
x <3. This is because the HP 48SX will not properly evaluate expressions
like '-3<X<3', so this region must be entered as 'X<3'. However, this would

incorrectly imply that the corresponding expression should be used for all
values of X less than 3, so you must havefirst entered a term for the region
X = -3. Sec Example 3.

For regions like x = 2,3 the entry must be split into two separate terms be-

cause the HP 48SX will not recognize an expression like 'X==2,3".
Therefore, enter the same expression twice, for two dilferent regions, one

X==2"and one 'X==3" Also, enter more specific terms (such 'X==2") be-
fore less specific terms (such as 'X=2'). Sce Example 4.

The region of the final term is alwaysignored, because it is assumed that
the expression ofthe final term governs all remaining values ofthe inde-
pendent variable not specified by the regions of all previous terms. (Note in
the generalized piecewise function shown at the beginning ofthis section

that the second regionis unnecessary and therefore ignored in the IFTE
command.) For this reason, the region ofthe final term does not haveto be

strictly correct, but it must still be a valid HP 48SX equation. For example,
ifthe first region is 'X==2"and the sccond regionis 'X==3", the third region
should be 'X=2,3', but since the HP 48SX will not recognize an expression
like that, it can be safely entered as 'X=2'because it will be ignored. See
Example 4.
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Examples

sin(x)/x x=0
Example 1: Define the piecewise function f(x)= { { 0

X =

This will require two terms.

Thefirst term consists ofthe expression 'SIN(X)/X" and the region X=0'. Enter
this information until your screen appears as follows:

 

ALG PRG    

  

   

{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
3 exXpression reglon

 

¢ eqn eqn »

'SIN(R) /X' 'K#8'
=1=]<[>=132 

Press ENIER to accept the first term. You will be prompted for another term.

The second term consists ofthe expression 1 and the region X==0". Enter this
information until your screen appears as follows.

 

      

     

  

ALG PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
2 exXpression reglon

 

  

¢ eqn eqgn

1 'K==0'
===<]>=«2

Press ENIER| to accept the second term. You will be prompted for another term.

At this third prompt, press (g to terminate the entry, and the result will be

calculated (display assumes PWISE was executed from the interactive menus):

 

Piecewise Function
SIFTECRZ0.SINCRIZR.1)   

   [HiIN+5TEPRINT|VIEWJFONT|UP

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you havefinished viewing the result, press BV (o re-

turn to the Function Library menu, MENEN to return to the Main menu, or [Ty to

quit the Calculus Pac.
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. . . sin(x)/x  x=0
Example 2: Define the piecewise function f(x)= ’ .

undefined x =0

This will require either one or two terms, because if you enter only a single
term, the second, UNDEFINED term will automatically be appended.

The first term consists of the expression 'SIN(X)/X" and the region 'X=0'. Enter
this information until your screen appears as follows:

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
+ expression region

eqn eqn

'SIN(R)-K' 'K#B'
[==1=|<1>]£|2]

 

  
Press ENIER| to accept the first term. You will be prompted for another term.

At this second prompts, you caneither press ENIER| to terminate the entry, or enter
a second term, which will consist of the expression UNDEFINED and the region
'X==0". If you choose to enter the second term, enter this information until your
screen appears as follows:

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
+ expression region

eqn eqn

UNDEF INED 'X==8'
[==1=[<[>]2[2|

   

    
   

 

 
Press ENIER| to accept the second term. You will be prompted for another term.

At this third prompt (or at the second prompt if you choose not to enterthe sec-
ond term), press EnieR| to terminate the entry, and the result will be calculated
(display assumes PWISE was executed fromthe interactive menus):

 

Piecewise Function
S'IFTECRZ0.SINCR)/K.UNDEFINED)'   

  [MAIN|3STEPEINT]VIEW[FONT|UP| 
The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copiced to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press tore-

turn to the Function Library menu, MEYEN to return to the Main menu, or [T to

quit the Calculus Pac.
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3x+2 x <=3

Example 3: Define the piecewise function f(x)=J2x+7 -3=xs2.

Tx -2 x>2

This will require three terms.

The first term consists of the expression '3*X+2' and the region 'X<-3'. Enter
this information until your screen appears as follows:

 

G PRG    

   

  

{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
3 expression region

 
eqn eqn

342! 18C-3!
===]<>=2

 

Press ENIER to accept the first term. You will be prompted for another term.

The second term consists of the expression 2*X+7" and the region 'X<2'. Enter
this information until your screen appears as follows.

 

ALG PRG

  

  

  

{ HOME $PARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
3 expression region

   
eqn eqn

'2¥R+7 ! RL2!
[==[=]<>[=[2|

 

Press ENIER] to accept the second term. You will be prompted for another term.

The third term consists of the expression '7*X-2"and the region 'X>2'. Enter
this information until your screen appears as follows.

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
+ expression region

eqn eqn

'PER-2! 'R
[==#[<[>]=<1]32]

 

  
Press ENIER to accept the third term. You will be prompted for another term.

At this fourth prompt, press ENieR to terminate the entry, and the result will be
calculated (display assumes PWISE was cxecuted from the interactive menus):
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Piecewise Function
S'IFTECRS-2,3¥R+2IFTECRLR,2X8+7.500

 

 

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press IV to re-

turnto the Function Library menu, MEYEN to return to the Main menu, or [£1 to

quit the Calculus Pac.
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o w N >
X

Example 4: Define the piecewise function f(x)= (x =2)(x-3)

1 w
W

o I N
9

This will require three terms.

The first term consists of the expression 1 and the region 'X==2". Enter this in-
formation until your screen appears as follows:

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
3 expression region

  

 

    
  

  

   

  
  

eqn eqn

1 'K==02'
(==#<»==

Press ENIER to acceptthe first term. You will be prompted for another term.

The second term consists of the expression 1 and the region 'X==3". Enterthis
information until your screen appears as follows.

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
2 exXpression reglion

eqn eqn

1 '¥==3'
EEENN.

 

  
Press ENIER to accept the second term. You will be prompted for another term.

The third term consists of the expression X/((X-2)*(X=3))" and the region
"X=2'. Enter this information until your screen appears as follows.

 

ALG PRG
{ HOME SPARCOM CALCUD }

Enter term or ENTER:
+ exXpression region

( egn eqn »

W((R-2)%(K-3)) ' 'K#2'
[===]<[>[=1=|

 

  
Press ENIER] to accept the third term. You will be prompted for another term.

At this fourth prompt, press Ever to terminate the entry, and the result will be
calculated (display assumes PWISE was executed from the interactive menus):
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Piecewise Function
SUFTECR==2.1IFTECR==3.1.8/((K=203

 

 

< [PEINT] WIEW[FONT]UP_]

The result can be viewed in the EquationWriter, copied to the stack, or printed
on an IR printer. When you have finished viewing the result, press 1o re-

turnto the Function Library menu, MEYEY to return to the Main menu, or [y to

quit the Calculus Pac.
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